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SUBSTANTIAL GAIN
IN THE CLEARINGS
Marks Business Wrek Which
Closes Today.

PADUCAIIII KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 10. 1906.

YALE FACULTY SPARES HEARST
Prohibits Students' Muck Funeral
Procession Mourning Defeat.
New Haven, Conn. Nov. in.--The
faculty of Yale today prohibited a
mock Hearst club celebration planned
by students. The students were to
wear yellow ribbons as badges of
mourning and march to the football
game behind a band which was to
play a dead march,

NAPOLEON HAYS
HAS ONE MAJORITY
Close Race For Governor In
McCracken County

!WOO Week Last Year Ran Ahead
l'ear-Little
of Preceding
New in the Skeet/sm.

BRADOTREET'S TRADE

Bank clearings
Same week bust year

McCreary, Hendrick, Winfrey and
Hold Up Imnilgrante.
Crenshaw tarry (swami-e)thPeru, Ind., Noy. 10.--Hold-up men
er% No oppoxitien.
boarded the Wabash express train
here at midnight and entered a car
filled with immigrants. At the Point
REPORT
of revolvers they robbed the first man OFFICIAL CANVASS OF VOTE
the) eocuuntered of $60 and escaped.

elSW4,52.11
725,701

A REIGN OF TERROR
AT RIO GRANDE CITY
MEXICAN BORDER

ON

Fort Worth, Nov. 10.-Re•Iborts from Rio Grande City are
to the effect that a reign of terror exists. Peepli• are under
anus. Another clash eels Mexicans Is expected. ICangere, after
killing four _Mexicans yeeterday,
ereeiwel. IlloweVer (1147 Ilme the
situation well in tiand. Troops
Of ens-airy frets Csersseasus u ill
arils.' tonight.

VERDICT FOR WIFE
OF CRUTCHFIELD

1LIES HELPLESS
UNTIL AID COMES
Isham Harvey Falls From
1VagJu and Breaks Ankle

10 CENTS PER WEEK
W11.1, REI11:11.1)
Hardin Rank and Hardin Herald to
Have New Home,
Tho Hardin, Marshall county, hank
which burned a short time ago, will
be rebuilt at once. A modern twostory brick will be erected_ on the site
of the burned building. The Hardin
Herald will also resume publicatlue
January 1. 19.07. The plant was de
stroyed with the bank.

MANY DIPLOMATS
WILL BE CHANGED
‘1 hen Meyer Enters President Roosevelt's Cabinet.

eecretaries of Legations Will Be
General Shatter
Kept Moving-New MalikBakersfield, Cal., Nov. 10.-Major
pine Assembly.
01.641111"o S.-riouv.
General William R. Shatter, it. S. A .
retired, Is seriously ill with pneuinonia at his ranch, 14 miles south of
WAGON HOLDS HIM PRISONER Bakersfield. 'Shatter took a turn for BANIRALL ('RAZE IN PANAALk
the worse today.
Neighbor W 00000an Retire Ills lironne
and S
tesistancts--

BRIDE KILLED

FIFTY-EIGHT

STRANGER

GO HOME

Senator
McCreary carried
McWashington, Nov. 10.-Diplomats
Thrown from his wagon and jamCracken county by 153 votes et the
who are watching with great intermed between the wheels and the
Democratic state primary and
Na- Recovers $2,000 From City
est the prospective eitangea in th•
gate of his yard at 1017 Madison
Site:4762
Isscreane
poleon Hays by 1 vote. Hon. J. K
A inericau diplomatic service must
street,
(sham Harvey, laid helpless
For His Heath
Hendrick, for attorney general, carwait until
the
for a half hour with his ankle bone
president's return
The Increase this week shows a GROOM FATALLY INJURED ON ried the county by
IS THE REPUB1.1c N MAJORITY
1.510;
W. 0.
from Panama and
THEIR HONEYMOON.
broken short off this morning, until
Porto Rico to
big gain over last year. And the gain
IN THE NEW CONGRESS.
Winfrey. for state school superinhave their curiosity gratified. as See-.
Mrs.
Jacob
Straub.
of
Harrison
1014
te substantial
bemuse the same
tendent, by 4; and it. C. Crenshaw, Crutchfield
Off Sixth Street In-etary Root has announced that the
street, went out Into her back yard
week last year showed a gain oier
land Creek Bridge and Broke
for commissioner of agriculture, by
state de_parttnent will not take any
about 8 o'clock and heard his groans.
the year before.
Serious Wreck on Halt
Ma Neck,
re & Ohio 325. The other candidates had no
The back yards of the Harvey and Figure., corre•posel With Prediction action during Mr. Roosevelt's abThe wok in the bnsiness world Is
OppoRItioti
Near Cincinnati This Morn%bide n 'irliureday Before the
sence.
Straub homes adjoin and when Mrs
unmarked by any special event. The
The eflicial canvass of returns
ing Early.
Gm".
Fief
Since the announcement of the
Straub
heard
the
groan
she
looked
discontinuance of the practice of
have been made by the campaign
NEWS FROM THE counT tiumrsy. over the fence. Harvey's horses were
purpose to appoint to a cabinet poolrebating railroad fare by the
mercommittee. and
Chairman
W. A
thin Mr. Meyer, anddhe selection of
standing still. but their master was
(tants is noteworthy, and
in the
Berry will certify the returns to the
1.10141 Driecom, now at Rio Janeiro,
Loveland.
Nov.
0,
10.- The Balprostrate and helpless. Mrs. Straub
New
York
Rebkopf case, affairs have been furNov.
10.-Th
Repube
state committee.
The jury In tke ease of Addle etimmoned help and the Injured man lican congressional campaign corn- to fill Mr. Meyer's place at St Pether cieated up by the election of a timore & Ohio express was wrecked
The ofilcial vote is:
here
near
this
morning,
caused
by a
Crutchfield, administratrix of Thos was taken Into his home. Drs. L. E. nittjee closed Its headquarters this tersburg, there have been many pretrustee
Governor
Crutchfield, against the city of Pa- Young and i.. F. Graham attended afternoon and Sherman said tonight: dictions as to Mr. Griscom's serve*"
four
The wholesale houses have an un- spilt switch. The engine and
Napoleou Hays
761 ducth, returned a verdict for $2.000 him.
coaches
left
the
track.
"The result of the congressional cam- stir in Rio Janeiro. Charles Page
One
coach
precedented volume of business. The
S. \V. Hager
•
760 this morning
minister to
Portugal,
Harvey had attempted to swing paign•throughout the country is ex- Bryan, the
movement of candy and inituries out turned over. Brakeman Billopes was
Attorney Gran-al. ,
The plaintiff( sued for $10,0o0 dam be gate shut as he drove out eine ceedingly gratifying to this constnit- Rio Janeiro, Is frequently zneutioned
caught between the cars and Instant()LOLA
6;-. The Sixtieth congests* will be as the niesit like) cancTidate=th•
enne an w e, o
SOCII
Or
am
Valfle overbalanced and fell:
ere have plepty of money. At the
(Allard Carter
13G ages for the loss of her husband's
Republican by'58 majority. These Brazilian post
whartboat and on the rivers, busi- mils, on their honeymoon, were both
State School Sapeekstaa&iest.
life. He tel over Sixth street Island
fatally injured. Mrs. Bennett died on
figure"( correspond exactly with the
it Is eenerally conceded that MinShaw's Ultimatum.
ness is heavy but Is retarded some701 creek bridge, from a bicycle and
the way to a Cincinnati
hospital. E. A. (tuition .
Washington, Nov. 10.-Secretary prediction given out by the commit- ister Barr.at, new in th.s country,
what by a scarcity of labor.
W 0. Winfrey
70s broke his neck, •nil his wife alleges, of the Treasury Shaw has
issued a t".. on Thursday before the elec- will not return to Bogota, and LesIn retail lines, the fine weather Twelve other passengers were injurConunkaimer Agrinsliusethe'accident was due to lack of pro- formal statement today
t
lie Combs, the American minister to
ed
and
sent
to
Cincrnnati.
in
which
he hot
has delaied fall and winter shopping
it. C. Crenshaw
791 tection to the public.
Guatemala and Honduras. Is mensaid
unless conditions material!)
somewhat in the city, though many
J W. Neuman
The ease of Leah John:ton against change
466
tioned for the Colombian post At
he will not refund, buy
out-of-town shoppers have
visited
the Mutual Reserve Fund Life InsurLieutenant Governor.
the last' s_ssion
of congress probonds, Increase deposits, or do anythe city in thess week.
South Trimble
1090 ance company, was dismissed and thing else in the way
vision was made for the American
of putting out
settled
She sued for $?.tioiy, a policy
Aaslitnr
luiselon in Santo Domingo. NO apgovernment money.
Beadetreetie Report.
H M. Bosworth
Ills on her husband: the late Mendol John
pointment to this place has been
New York, Nov. 10.-Bradstreet's
DO GIRLS Aell'USED OF STEALson.
AND THEY TOOK HIM IN FOR
Secretary of *Kate.
made as vet, and there is also a
Investigate NfeCarren,
weekly trade and
business report
The case of W. N. Janie; against
ING DIAMOND PIN.
THIRTY DOLLARS.
H. Vreelaasi
1130
New York, Nov. 10. The Demoy In the 'secretaryship of the
follows:
Cheatam llodge was continued
"'reassert..
critic state committee
American mieslon at
a resLa Paz, WiThat greater confidence resulted
The rase of William Puwley against olution providing
Ruby Laffoon
1118
for the investigalkie
from the election, is marked by the
the Paducah 4..000perage company Gen of the conduct of
Clerk Coast of Appeals.
the Kings coun- One lives at Boaz and the Other at
Many changes In the secretaryadvances in the wages of railway em- When J. W. Gulleet "Came to" He
ty Deateseratte orstonketion, heeded
John B. Cbenaolt
1164 was diamiseed ASS settled.
Greenfield, Tenn.-seth New
ship* at European salealone are ate*
Wan Minas
Him
ployes; greatly Improved coltectiossi
Itoh and
IT. 5, Senator
by State Senator MeCarren. It Is
lintemplated, in accordance with
to Nett Grand Jury.
Illamee of His Friends.
large filling in
orders, indiestlag
Etion Censauandon.
alleged that McCarren -knifed" the
.1. C W Beckham
862
Secretary Root's plan to keep the
heavy coniumption; good
business
The
election
commissioners, head of the ticket and urged his folJetties B. McCreary
1015
secretaries moving and
thus give
on spring accounts; continued scarcSheriff John Ogilvie, Attorney J. S. lowers to desert him.
them an opportunity to study many
ity of labor: record breaking outLela
Taylor and May Johnson, who
ROSA and Mr. William Parley, finJ. W. Gullett, a stranger, found
iimintries and
prevent
them from
lines of iron and steel, which were when he
were recognized in police court yesished canvassing the returns in the
came to himself last night
getting Into a rut
the pre-eminent features of the
terday
for
appearance
before
city and congressional elections and
the
at 12 o'clock that he was minus 630
week. The retail trade has been ac- in
grand Jury for grand larceny. twill
will this aftern000 make out the tocash which he had .tucked as he
New Philippine Aseenzbly.
tive, business from jobbers larger
win no more-sat least they promisei
tal*. Certificates are being made out
thought securely In his vest pocket
Manila.
Nov
ti) -According to
than ordinary and the wholesalers He
Police
Judge Puryear this and agreed
was out for "a night of it" and OPENS WEDNESDAY AND HUNT- for the candidates today by Judge
the proposed election law, the comIn
addition
report heavy orders booked for
to
go
ARE
home.
the
AMBUSHF.D
fact
In
BY
ROM*
OF
but
Ross
tiErrimi
the
ARE
ERS
report
HEADY.
of the corum18judging from his plight when he regirls were more than anxious to go ing Philippine assembly will consist
spring delivery. Advices as to col- ported
ARMED MEXICANS.
slows will probably not be filed toto Patrolmen
Terrell
and
members representhome. Attorney Wheeler Campbell of eighty-one
lections are more uniformly
good Brennan, he succeeded.
day. Sheriff Ogilvie stated that no
He does not
ing each one a population of 90,made
a
strong
appeal
In
his
speech
than at any previous time this seain
know hose It happened but stated "Lots of Riede" is Report coming material changes were made In the
the girls' defense yesterday, and 000. The election of members of
son Industry presents as active an
vote Few mistakes were found
be remembers being some where In
Trouble Grows Out of Their Being
From Every • Directiou and
nior..1 them both to tears. This with the assembly is to be held July 1.
appearance as ever and labor IP getthe rear of the New Richmond hotel
Supplied With ('ertificate% of
Plenty of Sport Prendised.
the
gentle reprimand and sound ad- 1907, and the assembly Is to conting higher returns. All in all, the
AMERICAN IN FltENCH PRISON.
drinking with strangers. lie did net
Registration.
vice of the court served to decide vene within ninety days after elecsituation is one of immense activity know
whom he had been with. The
them. The Johnson girl went home tion. The delegates are to be grantand eagerness, despite the fact of
Three Months' Term for Running
police have no clew.
immunities and
to Boaz station this morning, and ed constitutional
staples generally
The
season
for
shooting
quail
opens
show
Auto
Over and Killiug Woman.
advancing
are to be allowed to hold no other
the
Taylor
girl
will
this
leave
afterLaredo,
Tex.,
•
Nov.
10
-Four
tendencies and index numbers are at
next Wednesday and every Nirnrod
PREDICT GENERAL WAGE RAISE
noon for her home near Greenfield. oMee or to accept an appointment
highest point for at least 30 years.
in the county has been busy the past
Chateau D'I'n. France, Nov 10- Texas rangers, sent to Rio Grande
Tenn
Th..) are charged with having to an office created by the assembly,
city.
Starr
county,
to
the
quiet
curl
cleaning
days
few
up his shooting A man named Klugalaud, aged 12.
Prices for pig Don continue to adWall Street Reports May Railroads irons, laying In a supply of ammunileulent political conditions there and taken a dlamond from a "tra-vel-ing or one whose emolument, have beet
vance, the increase ranging from 25
Living in New York, was sentenced
and Corporations Will Act.
to Investigate the assassination of gentleman," but the diamond has not increased during the term of the
tion and preparing for the good times today to three months'
cents to $2 per ton. The eastern
imprisonDistrict Judge Welch, which occur been seen and the evidence is ele delegate.
ahead. Long ago, the wise ones ment. without the
makers of east iron pipe, which is up
benefit
of the
The assembly iv to-mike its own
red the night before the election, col natant la t.
New
York,
spotted
hunting
their
Nov.
places,
and
10.
-It
all
was
said
ton,
have booked
$2 a
record confirst offenders' act, on the charge of
were
rules
ambushed
and elect a speaker and a reby
a
body
of
armed
them
In
Wall
know
just
of
street
where to go to involuntary
today that practically
tract. Light rails have been advanchomicide in running an
Mexicans between Fordyce and Rio
corder. The salary to be given to
ANOTHER DASH.
ed $1 per ton. Bar iron Is up to all the great railroad and industrial bag a big number of birds.
automobile over and killing a womGrande City late last night.
the recorder is 20 pesos per diem
The reports from everywhere are
I-e.80 at Pittsburg, but lower fig- corporatIone of the country, the afan, 31 'years of age, in the village of
session. The
The rangers were asleep In their Mrs. Peary 114.11i.VP.1 Her Husband for actual days In
ures are quoted in competitive terri- fairs of which are directed from this of a great number of quail this year. Marbou.. June 28.
Philippine commission
camp, when they were awakened by
will submit
Will Continue Quest.
to increase the and the sport does promise to be the
tory. Lake copper advanced to 22% city, have decided
the proposed law to public disco"....a volley of shots from the darkness
cents a pound, a record price, on wages of their employes. It was pre- best the sportsmen have had since
Pope to Hold Clonnistory.
A pitched battle ensued and four of
dicted that the action of the Penn- the terrhble sleet storm about five
New York, Nov. 10.--Mrs. Robert Alen after November 25. The else-very heavy for delivery next year.
Rome, Nov. le,--The pope has dethe attacking party were killed, one R. Pearer-wife of the arctic explorer, Hon must be ordered by the presewinters
ago,
when
nearly
all
the
of
The position of
cided to hold a conelstory Decemmanufactured er-yenta railroad management In Infatally wounded and two captured. Is sure that her husband
birds biare frosen out. From this
will make dent after March V, 1907, the exber 6.
textiles was apparently never stron- creasing the wages of its army of
*1•11111111 The rangers escaped unscathed.
anty_, from Ballard and from down
I-two years of peace
another try to find the pole, ac- piration -of themen
nearly $12,000,000
ger tban at preeenl.
• 165.006
Governor Lanham today ordered a eording to
the N., C. & St. L. railroad come reprovided_ In the act of congress
would
soon
Portland,
a
be
dispatch
Me.,
followed
by all the
A'heat,`Tainding lionr, exports
ports at "lots of bird " and the Imcompany of cavalry to Rio Grande to the World.
Mrs. Peary has just
and
industrial
for the week, 4,158,000
bushels, important railroad
City and a speckil train took them
patient hunters can
hardly
wait.
Enotehall on feeluvins.
corporations
return-ell to Portland and Is waiting
of
the
United
States,
against 9,532.000 bushels this week
With a few more days like the weath
there.
Washington, Nov. 10 -Baseball
word from Commander Peary where
Past year. Corn exports, 71.000 bush- The Standard Oil company has derer of the past two weeks the sport
The situation was brought about she Is to join him. "I hope and sin- has taken Panama by storm since
els, against 751,000 bushels, a year cided to ineresise the wages of Its
should be keen.
by
the alleged election irregularities, eerely believe that my husband has the arrival on the canal zone of
THEN
FOOTSTEPS,
AND
60,000
BLOODemploye/4 in different parts
ago for the Ilse.al year 15,487,000
due to political clubs, supplying Mex- not givett up the
large number' of enthusiastic AmerSTAINS ARE FOUND.
_
fight to reach the
bushels against 19.738,060 bushels of the United States. The increases
HINSHAW'S FOLLY.
ican
residents
with
poll
tax
receipts
will
North Pole, and when he goes again ican fans.. The love of the sport has
be carried out through the comin 1905.
and insisting that they be allowed to
pany't subsidiary corporations.
I shall go with hint as far as I can." spread from the marines, clerks and
Paroled Wife-Murderer Became Invote.
Mrs.
Peary Is quoted as saying. "it other employes of the isthmian
ASSISTANT FREIGHT AGENT.
Mystery Surroond. shooting at the
volved in Another Scandal.
get within S.00 miles of the canal, and the commission and the
can
he
MAY RETALIATE.
tourt House %I..tit Midnightsocial leaders of Panama
have
HARRIMAN
ant
sure that he Is not going
I
goal
Eugene Smith BeeOfnefi Heed of DeIndianapolis, Nov. V.).-Rev. W.
11i k ened.
l'ei's
to give up, and I know he will be placed their stamp of approval upon
Fish May Seek Presidency of Mutual R. Hinshaw Is in cuetody of a prison
pertinent of N.. C. & St. L.
the great American game.
Lines Have Orders-d $21,000,000 able to win out if he tries again."
guard and was taken back to the
Life.
__Worth of New Rolling Stock.
Michigan City prison today to reNashville, Tenn., Nov. 10.- EuFELL UNDER THE WHEELS
A shooting mystery is puzzling
Fever
Typhoid
!epidemic.
New York, Nov. 10.-Stuvvesant sume his life sentence for the murgene M Smith, of this city, has
officials about the court house.
Chicago, Nov. 10.-The tomorrow
Minster, 0. Nov. 10.-A typhoid
been
appointed
assistant general Fab may retaliate on the Insurance der of his wife. HInshaw's parole
Lek night about 12 o'clock a Tribune will say:. Prompted by the fever epidemic prevails here Sixty Ten-Year-Old Roy Killed by a Streets
was
revoked
by Governor leanly on
freight agent of the Nashville, Chat- ring for his deposition as Illinois
nistol shot rang out in the eosin congestion of traffic and car shortage cases are reported and 20 deiiths
Car at Owtbnsboro.
tanooga & St. Louis railway.
He Central head, by becoming a candi- Hinshaw's admission that he had hOuse yard. Prisoners in the jail
this year, the Harriman lines have have occurred. The contagion is not
been
on
good
terms
with
a
boyhood
president
for
date
Is a son of Vice president and Trafof the Mutual
Owensboro,
, Nov. 10.-Herbert
were awakened. They were locked ordered $21,to00,000 worth of refrig- due to the water supply and phys'
fic Manager H. F. Smith, of the Life. of New York, or's the polleYL sweetheart. now Mrs. George Free- In their cells and could
RamseY, aged ten years, son of Mr.
not get to erator, box, fiat and gondola ears clans are puzzled.
man.
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis holders' ticket of 100.
and Mrs. J. R. Ramsey, was killed
the windows to look out but heard all of which, It is expected, will be
railway.
salmis like hurrying footsteps. This delivered before the Reason of heavy eeseeseeseesieeseieseeise.e....-..* Thursday evening by a street ear
corrow REPORT.
passing over his abdomen, The boy.
morning a pool of blood was discov- traffic next year. The total number
MIDGET CONSTABLE h:LEATED.
with other playmates, was stealing a
ered at the entrance to the court of freight cars ordered, but not de6,802,301 IRalee Ginned, an Again,* yard on
WEATHER - Generally fair I ride on the car, when he slipped
the Sixth, street side. It livered, Is 16,600.
There is only one kind of a
Smallest °Meer In United States De.
41.457,503 Last Year.
was in front of a plank laid aeroas
tonight anti Sunday. No deckled i fell ender the wheels. The rune,
newspaper circulation statement
feats 200-Pound Opponent.
Washington,
Nov.
will take pine+ Saturday morning
10.-The two nieces of casing used in conchange in teinperature. The
I. C. Special Ditched.
' that is worth any consideration
Boonville, Ind., Nov. IC-James
amount of cotton of the crop of structing the concrete entrance poets
temperature. reached
highest
Kankakee, Ill.
Nov. 10 -The
and that is the daily detailed
H. Vincent, the arnalleet constable in
1906 ginned up to November 1, ac From indications the wounded man Nashville special on the Illinois Ceti
statement. The stun le the only
ye.iteribty was 73 ahd the lowest
Coldly Blaze at Scranton.
the United States, has been re-electd
cording to a bulletin Issued by the sat down to Meetly' himself.
Paducah payer printing such a
today was 41.
tral, bound for Chicago, was ditched
Scranton. Pa.. Noy. 19.-Fire this
in Boon township by an Increased pinOtatement,
census bureau. was 6,892.597 bales.
Prilisoners at the jail washed the near here this morning. A number
morale( deartoyed isevoral business
rstIty
He 'defeated his 240-pou id
(taunting sound Wee as ball bale$ blood from tbe new concrete walk of perilous were injured, but none
blocks In the bear!, of.
eit . The
twnrsazgrenlar
SIMOrnago••••
••••••••••."
,110
,
opponent-$n r-iire I y race. as.
agiiria-nr?,-g-96 581
before it made a stain.
-7=esT.;
killed.
as ftla stl
ea
.
"it a alt i lion.
•••••A••••••••wv-•-......."•••••,•••••.•W•ey
•••••••••••••••
•
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QUAIL SEASON

TEXAS RANGERS

SHOT HEARD

I

••

seseys!IS

sselatersalateessettorillieetteSr
'
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;NW PADT7C-111 EVENING SUN

livetahweammmtawita

!uleph at the New Amsterdam Theater on Tuesday evening. In this WEIS
Gieopstra is a young • .girl/Who is
placed upon the throne through tlic
kindly and paternal interest of th•
great Caesar. The youthful Cleopti
tra has never before been presented
to our gaze, and the gentle and consIderete Caesar has heretofore been
a stranger to us. We find both ••• the piece and it also abounds with sonages exceedingly agreeable
specialties.
quite human, and that is saying a
good deal for Mr. Shaw's treatmen:
Robert Etlemon es an F.smayIst.
of characters of early history.
-Robert Edeson, eho has displayMiss Eleanor Robson who Is to
ed literary aptitude it several oneact plays. w1:1 shortly make his de- remain all the season at the 'Aber,
but as an essayist. He has accepleo Theater, will change her bill on Mon
accordance
day, November 19, In
the offer of a well-known magazine
with the policy of the management
for a aeries of articles contrasting The Zaugwill
comedy, "Nurse Marthe commercial and artistic aspects jorie," might beyond any question
of the theater. Mr. Edeson Is more run a long time. The title and cittrthat ordinarily capable for the task, acter of the next of Miss Robson's
to; before his adoption of the stag. plays will be announced shortly. —
as a career he had a well-grounded Leander Richardson,

THEATRICAL POTES
NEXT WICEK .4T TILE MIATUOKY
Tuesday Nigitt—"15s Minutes from
Broadway."
Friday Niglit—t,t Crown of Thomas."
Saturday %Wane, end Night---The

Dori 4.r

ibe streets."

Corinne as Mary.
One of the most notable theatrical
entertainments booked for the present season in this city is George M.
play,
music
fascinating
Cohas'a
Broad"Forty...Five Minutes from
way," which comes to The Kentucky
on Tuesday night, with Corinne as
the star supported by a notewerthy
company under the direction of Klaw
& Erlanger. •
Corinne plays the part of Mary, a
servant girl In the Castleton household in New ltoehelle. This suburb
Is just tS minutes from Broadway by
rail, and this circumstance gives the
piece Its title. Revolving about
Mary in the development of the
story are a young t!1“1-11,.. ;-4 400-

knowledge of the business cud of
theatrical enterprise, ha.ing filed every position In a theater foam progrant boy to manager.

TO KEEP WELL IN WINTER.

Always remove the fur and looses
the coat when entering a house cc
shop, if only for a few
nitwit-"The Daughters Of Men."
"The best all around petformance dress warmly for outdoors and
given In Boston in years" was' the en the clothing considerably when
verdict of the Boston Herald upon the house.
the 1nterpre'a1lee of Charles Klein's
Kecp the house an even tenet,tore all over, AO that the family Ts • :
not live in one close room in order
to keep warm, and then freeze in
the halls.

THEKENTUCKYI FRIDAY
BOTH PHONES 548.
N 0 V. 1 6.

Protect
Your Family

MR. PHIL HUNT
Presents an original, sensational, romantic comedy drama, written by Jay Hunt (author of "Hearts of ilokl") in collaboration
with Hal Reid, entitled

With an Industrial Policy
In the Commonwealth.

A CROWN OF THORNS
Interpreted Icy (ow it t i,c ;1,4

Kee to It that YOUR lot
t, litis are not left heiplean if death
should suddenly overtake YOU. A very small portion of your earngs Invested in one of -our Indutsrial Policies will provide for them
at the very time they need it most. The COMMONWEALTH pays Its
Industrial Policies PROMPTLY and IN FV1.1..—ao matter when de.1TE
occurs. Read the following letter for one Illustration
the way the
commoswEALTH does business:

esaerfol companies ever

engage-,1

diarba

•

Staged with elaborate and magnificent
scenic effect', novel and realistic mechanical devices, startling and surprising electrical novelties.
-And punctuated with new up-to-date and popular vaudeville
interpolations.
Prices
25c, 35C, 50C, 75c

1

Seats on Fide Thursday 9 a. m.

postal card to lk.. Goldsmith, Superintendent of IndusWrite
trial Illepartinent, Elude Mantling, Sisth cud Itrolicluey, Paducah, Sly.,
And an agent will be glad to call and ....plain fully- the nosily vyclusite
features if tlotileIGNWEALTIR Ineuresice. Siati do 1041i tilelligata• yoUr...If ill may way by tulkiag It over.
Ordinary Department
PERKINS & TRIMISLE
Gen...rill Agent"; Paducell Distrlet.
Paducnli Depositery, ellbtens' S.J11. lug'. Beek.

This rule is particularly necessary
when there is a sick person who
must otherwise be forced ter remain
in one room all the time or run the
of catching
risk
In drafty
cold
places.

Do

...Aar from "A ("nstru of Thema" e• the aes....i.k) t. rata) %light.

not sit In a heated room all
day without opening one of the windows every few hours to let out the
stuffy air and freshen the apartment
As many Illnesses are caused by imperfect ventilation as from too Many
drafts.

Sagettleoda

Mite p'enty of fruit on hand, and
Woods stock broker. many minor it the hands of the remarkable cast
If the (hIldren are too hungry ic
characters and Kid Burma. a *funs a.emb:ed
ie
by Henry B.-Marra; for
Broadway buy of strung sr.a and no- the production which will have Its watt until mealtimes give them an
, g;•eat deal . first New York hearing at the Astor apple, which will not hurt the appe
ble heart, who exp•e
tite for the coming meal.
of practical philuaothy lu most en- Theater on
November 19. Orrin
tertaining PIALg. This role, the op- Johnson, Ellie Shannon, Herbert
When rising in the morning draw
posite to that played by Corinne, is Ke rev, Dorothy Donnelly, Grace
acted by Scott Welsh. who has made Ftlkins, Ralph Delmore, Lynn Pratt, several deep breaths In the fresh air
to fill the lungs anew, and keep tie
a great individual success in it.
George Parsons E. W. MorrisonEdmouth closed as much as possible
win Brandt, Joseph Adelman. Carl
when mit of doors, depeedIng.entire"Crown Of Thorns."
filirendt, George W Deyo, J. H.
There ts too much pathos and sent- Itowland, Kate Mt:Laurin and Frank ly upon the nostrils for breathing.
ilment in real life 4nd "atm too much Brownlee are included In the organiSf`e that a good warm breakfast if
of the tragic, courequently a play zation.
provided for those who mt.& go out
that contains thrills and surprises
promptness
early, and insist upon
that are naturally conceived and coherently illustrated and positessifg an , s9Pesleises:*:4606054004K45410509MOW/0 from the partekers if a number of
servants are not at hand to attend
abundance of wholesome comedy and I NEW
YORK THEATERS.
to keeping the dishes
hot. Luke
a grateful absence of stage horrors
warm soiree, cold potatoes and tie
In the tragic ad pathetic lines is 4C4-10.e;r:Islas
like are neither appetizing nor good
more egerly sought after by the more
Intelligent class of play-goers. "A 1 New York.Nov.10-11t Is a distinct for one on a cold morning.—Phila
Crown of Thc;rits." the comedy drama ly British and dense Idea to produce delphia lodger.
that Is billed te appear at The Ken- a play with a title that must be actucky Friday night is free from all l eompanied by a ground plan, as in
Special to Jackson.
the stere.Styped melodramas that are Ithe case of "The Shulanalte." preA Knights of (Want/oil
special
east tiring the up-to-date play -goer. sented for the first time in New York train
will leave Paducah, Eleventh
at the beginning of the current week
Ita_pathos is Cot Intense enough to
under the Silholiast management at and Broadway at 6130 a. m. and Unproduce tears nor are Its climaxes
the Lyric Theater. To be sure, any ion Depot 8:35 a. m., Sunday. Noit
blood-curdling. hilt
contains
stage work containing the true met- vember 11, for Jackson. Tenn.. reesOugh heart-Infereet and natural tle and
interpreted by a company of tureen leave Jackson 11:56 p.
thrills
which Miss Lena Ashwell is
the same dat
fare for the round trip
head will naturally command atten- $3.30.
tion
and respect wherever that very
"Girl of the Streets."
J. T. DONOVAN. Agent, Paducah.
Fee melodramas of the last three charming and convincing actress 18
known.
Rut
It
might
have
been
just
seasons have had so great a measure
If love were not blind there would
as well in launching Miss Ashwell
of success as "Girl of the Streets,"
be fewer marricges. .
upon an American career to furnish
which will be seen at The Kentucky
plans and specifications
regarding
on Saturday matinee and night. The
the title of her drama. For the play
work poeseeees many lasting quail- Itself, it tells the
story of a girl of
tile which guarantee it lice for rare beauty and
high
refinement
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
many years. Mies Katherine Crego, who marries a coarse and sordid
Graduate of Alfortville Veterinary
heads
made
who
the cast,
a very burgher of South Africa, who, alschool Paris, France; also Ontario
- close study of "Kit," the'glri of the though losing her in a Wind and dol- Veterinary
school and Detroit Denstreets. and for six menthe before tish fashion, issues domestic treattal college. Charter member of the
ment
of
pietty
much
the
same
order
the prodection of the play, went to
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association
New York and lived in the slums as that which marks his control of
Will treat scientifically with the
there etinlyine the life, habit, man- the cattle that fatten upon the veldt.
This quite naturally palls upon the latest Instruments and up-to-date
triers.'•sharst teristien-gad slang of its
blushing -bride. and when an Eng- treatment all division of the dohabitue'', and visited all the scenes
lish °Meer of aristocratic lineage mesticated animals.
letroduek in the play. Great care comes along
he 'Inds her _ready forl Calls promtply attended to day or
was taken In giving the Nay the nee- hie advances. These do not result
In night.
producatmosphere
and the
eatery
the complications that would have _Office with Thompson's Transfer
tion Is a complete one The firer-wet arisen had the play been written In
Co. Both Phones 357.
shows the4,eautiful home of Nan France instead _of In England, but
Meadows. the second act Is a true re. they' lead to murderous Incidents
production of a New York-counter- when the husbend finds thachls wife,
-leafing den relit. the fUrd iscliehows although physically chaste, is In love
New York Cnty on a winter's night, with another man. The assassination
scheme does not turn out to be suc-and the last act gives one a very
cessful, and the ending of the story
good idea of the Inside of Sing Sing
find. the lovers in a position to be
prison. There is considerable of the
united legally, the husband havine
comedy eletsent all the way threnah been killed
by the man he sought to
slay. All this Is somewhat gloomy
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE D•"
Take Lax Ai :VI, BRUNO 1 Lonitilne Tablets and morose, but It is at times inUrsaal.t. refired money If it fails to care it. W tensely dramatic.
41111/5
`.• • gmature as 011issea aux.
C.

Dr.Geo.Masgana

Covington, Ky , Oct. 20, 1901;
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen: I today received through your Superintendent 11
.4.10
iii payment 111 full of policy No. in940 on the life of my
husband.
William Pauly, who died on Thetisday, knd I desire to thank you for
your promptness iii settling this claim.
This policy was in force only eight months, but as It Was In
PPLI. IMMEDIATE BENEFIT, the entire amount was Paid
Your Company is the only one that !need a Pulley will+ this
Provision. The other companies would have paid me only $7,01.4. instead
et $1'.40.0v, which I received from you.
Again thanking you for your promptness, I atn
Very truly yours,
(Sigeed:)
MRS. N'ELLIE •PAULY,
520 W. Sth St Newport KY

Commonwealth
Life Ins. Co.

HIS house presents the unusual service of
finest hat qualities coupled with exceptional modest price.

T

308 W.
Chestnut,
Louisville, Ky.

$2

J. II. 1'0111 11:
, l' re
it I at.1-1' ‘1.‘TT 41.114 /Fit 1:11 First % „ .
Pre•%.;
%1#%%•1
.)4 )11 Vs4)N, !•4•1'. Mind
1511,
.
1.-.• I
Wetftrat Tifertrt41.: (ifT1-:(N)Ri"
Ni'firrit
Grul.(%animal; J. 9.
QI INN, %tanager of tgeturles.

The man who wears our two
dollar hat need not apologize,
figuratively speaking, to the
man who has paid a doPar
more elsewhere.

OK Kentucky

Steamer Georgia Lee
heaves Cincinnati November 7 for Louisville, Evansville, Paducah, Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helens,
Vickfiloirg and Pine Bluff,
Ark.. arriving Padocah Saturday, November 111th,

$3

Klaw & Eringer

-- The Hawes Hat, with all the
distinguishing marks of highbred pedigree, quality, craftsmanship and modish dash.

Presetits

the

of 811 big suotimses, a play with music, in
three acts. by

biggest

GEO M. COHAN

45
MINUTES FROM
BROADWAY

$4
The Youngs, the afistocracy
of hcadwear, prescn ing a finer
texture than ever employed
and forever relegating $5.00
agency hat as the best.

Introducing the 1'e:trier's

0. F. P01141,ITS, Agent
Both

I'
Phones
es IIS-A.

.413111111111111111111M-

Coniedicutie

CORINNE

A notable cast and Cabanesque Chorus. The same superb eon
plete production as witnessed in 30 weeks iu Chicago
and 20 weeks in New York.
1'111(1E8—Entire Orchestra____
11.50
First Five Rows-of Balcony
$1.00
Balance of
The
o;allery____
50e

Agents for Dunlap's
Derbys.

Seats on Sale Monday 9 a. m.

Ube

LENOX HOTEL
IIIFIFNALO
Modern

Highest Grade

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Businesa District.
EUROPEAN PLAN
95.40 per day arse sp.

FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT

GEORGE DUCIMIsCHLRER
rreprievx

CITY TRANSFER CO.

There is another play at a new
1 hubert hotae In town, of which as
'ouch cannot be said in praise. It is
tiled "The Love Route," and is a
stnedi drama of Texan life in which
hero seeks to build a railway
e heroine's ranch against
:trough
er will. Enmity ensues, only to be
taished aside at the end, when the
'eel rails are laid and the engineer
•ild landed proprietress are wedded.
The Love Route" employs the gerices of Guy Standing, Odette Tyler,
Olive May. Herbert Ayliag and some
others who have already gained the
friendly conelderation of this community.

Now located at

Olauber'sStable.
We are ready for all kind* of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499
Pos

(JUN' NANCE dc SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

Forbes

and Gertrude
Robertson
Elliott, In George Bernard Shaw's
"Caesar and Cleopatra," won ,minething that closely resembled a tr1-

Nov. 13

RoTH PHONES ass.

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.

LEE LINE STEAMER

Tuesday

AMBULANG:r. P014 SIQINC 014
INJURE-1D
Open Day and Night.

A scene from George M. Cohates "45 Minutes from Broadway," at The

Kentucky Tuesday night.

No wv Phone 3.34.
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PADUCATS ICV_ENDIEI SWIM
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mas, New Year, Valentine night and lure, was captured by Mrs. Herman Sowell.. corresponding I secretary;
one after Plaster, and each will be al Wallerstein. Mime Stella Levy, of Miss Kathleen Whitelleld, treasurer:
favor cotillion.
Mr. f.ouis Rieke, New Orleans, received the visitors' 'Mrs. Louise Maxwell, historian. Mrs.
Jr., Is president of the club and Mr. prize and presented it to Mrs. Alt- Joseph W. Thompson, who has been
Everett Thomption secretary.
meyer. The consolallon prize, a the chapter president since the orhand-decorated plate, went to Mrs. ganization, was made honorary presPretty Club Affair.
Louis Levy. The pretty luncheon ident for life, a pretty compliment
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and Miss was in three courses and emphasized for
her spleudid service. Tea and
Sarah Souders entertained the Sans the white and green motif.
cakes were served by the hostess.
Souci club and the Entre Sons club
The guests were: M's. Antneyer,
Miss Mary . K. Sowell is the DeSOUVENLIRO.
Mrs. David VanCulin, and has also very delightfully
on Friday after- San Francisco;
Misses Stella and cember hostess of the chapter.
many friends here.
noon at Mrs. McKnight's home on Fannie Levy, Nee Orleans; Mrs.
•I'm looking o'er the little store
West Jefferson street. The only Herman Friedman; Mrs. Joeeph
Five H
iresi (inn.
trinkets
Of
I have had for ages; etre. alorrelw and Miss Morrow at
visitors were out-of-town
guests. Hecht, Mrs. James Weille. Mrs. Louts
Mrs. Henry L. Bradley entertained
But which is what. I have forgot
Home.
The Sans Some prize was won by Linn', Mrs. Herman ‘Vainestein, Mrs. the Five- Hundred ebb on WednesOR the days lute:a/ening between
And Meek are all my mental pages
Mrs. Saille Morrow and Miss Emily Miss Clara Thompson
and Miss Nell Jacob Benedict, Mrs. B. Wenn,. Mrs. day afternoon at her home on Jeffernow and Thanksgiving we will
Morrow are receiving their friends Holland
captured the Entre Sons Mohr Michael, Mrs. Mike Michael, son street. It was strictly a club
have some Ian. offerings in our MilliThis dainty fan! Did lovely Ann
this afternoon from 4 to 5 o'clock at prize.
Mrs. Burton, of Denver, Col., Miss Adele Harris, Miss Flora Harris, affair and the prize was WOVI by Mrs.
nery Department.
Misnlace the toy between the their home on Jefferson street. It
received the visitors' prize. An at- rs. Oscar Kahn, Mrs. Henry Drey- L. A. Washington. A delightful
dances
is a pretty occasion with much charm tractive
course-luncheon was served fuss, Mrs. Williams, Mrs It. Loeb. course-luncheon was served.
- Reductions in our
While sitting out at same old met, of effeet and detail. The reception
after the game.
The club will hereafter meet every
Mrs. I. Natthean, Mrs. E. Fele, Mrs.
Or did I get the thing from hall is a color scheme of red with red
The guests/ were: Mrs. P. A. Mar- L. Reubel, Mrs. AOolph Weil. Mrs. two weeks, and Mrs. John W. Keller
Pattern Hats,
Frances?
shaded lights and many Plants. Red tin, of
St. Paul; Mrs. Burton, of Harry Livingston. Mrs. Louise Freed- is the hostess for Wednesday, the
carnations are the flower.
The Denver. Cale Mrs. Cherie.'
Imported Models
Thomp- men. Mrs. Julius Weil alai Mrs. More eist.
And here's a rose, but goodness ' punch bowl is effectively arranged in
son, Mrs. James Campbell, Jr., Mrs. Schwab.
knows
the alcove under the stairway. Mrs. Harris
and Other Lines
Rankin, Mrs. Alien Asbcraft,
Standen-'Club.
—41-To name the girl 1 am not able.
Hubbard h. Wells and
Miss Kath- Mrs, Henry Hedy; Misses
The handsome rooms of the Stand)(Mille, of
Enjoyable Tacky Party.
leen Whiteneld are stationed here.
Mack-a-day I cannot say
Tbi is the first cut of the season in
New York; Marshall, of Missoula:
Miss Irene Curd was hostess of a ard club were thrown open on ThursIf it was worn by Maud or Mabel.
In the parlors where the white and Richmond,
this department, and you should take
of Clinton; Purcell, of merry "Tacky Party" on Wedneelay day evening for the first of the series
green Idea is eidetically carried out
Lexington;
Marjorie Crumbaugh, evening at her home on Broadway. of cue-Lures that are sueh attractive
the, opportunity of first choice at
This little slim!, a numbor two
-veseth
white chrysanthemums and Lula Reed,
Faith Langstaff, Lena The prizes for the most unique cos- features of pleasure for the club
Thanksgiving prices.
• Is It a souvenir of Flora`
plants, Mrs. Morrow and Mime Mor- Dollar.
of Princeton; Clara Thomo- tumes .were captured by Miss Eudora during the winter. Miss Jessie Fitz
Was it fair Jesus, or Angeline's.
row are assisted In recetrIng by: son,
captured the ladles' prize and Mr.
Hattie Terre', Frances Terrell Farley and Mr. Oswald Cheek.
Or did it once belong to Dora?
Mrs. David C. Wright, Mrs. James Nell
Holland, Frances Wallace, Retta
fn they gnesseng contest of the Mike Michael the gentleman's prize.
M. Buckner. Mrs. David G. Murrell,
Hatfield, Frances Coleman, Bella registered trade marks of large for- It was a delightful occasion with a
What winsome dove once wore thls Mrs. Bertie F. Campbell, Mrs. Charles
Coleman, Ethel Brooks, Marjorie eign firms, the prize was awarded to largo number present.
glove!
E. Richardson, Mrs. Eli G. Boone.
Bagby, May Owen, Mery Scott, Kate Mr. Paul Barnes. Popeorn, peaDid !'purloin the thing front Jenny.
The white and green color motif
Anniveramay renew/ohm.
Crumsbaugh, Lillie May McGlathery. nuts, apples and ginger cakes were
Or did I ideal It from Lucille?
s is prettily carried out in the dining
The Ladies' Mite society of the
—4—
the appropriate refreehments served
Alas, poor girl, he hadn't.man. ' room where the refreshments are all
First Repeat
rub
it sceletwated their
!Magazine club.
during the evening.
white. In this room are: Mrs. Hal
Mrs Victor Voris entertained very
Those present were: Misses Car- eeth anniversary on Thursday evenThis bit of lace! Did pretty Grace S. Corbett, Mtn Edward L. Atkins,
charmingly at her home on West r:e Beyer,. Annie Emirs. Edna Eades. ing In the church parlors. It was
stestow it on me as a token?
:Mrs. Margaret Emery and Mrs. 1,11Broadway on Thursday afternoon in Funice Roberteon, lielen Schaffer, a pleasant social °erasion and was
ie. did I beg the shred from Mag
, Ile Rieke Boyd, receiving the guests.
,honor Of the Magazine club. The Elizabeth Williamson, Annie Wil- largely attended. The decorations
Before our tender ties were
homed, was moat attractive in a color- liamson. Cera Richardson, Eudora were in autumn leaves and ferns.
broken?
Pretty Dinner Party.
effect of yellow, with Jack-o'-lanterns, Farley, Aimee Dreyfuss, Mary Boyle, A musical and literary program ass
Miss Helen Hills was the gracious pumpkins. yellow
chrysanthemums Gertrude Fisher. Cora Dunlap, Iola rendered by: Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis,
Theee souvenirs bring back the years+ hotness at a charming dinner party
and leaves leading a pretty autumnal Konetzka. Nellie Mercer, Cora Min- Mrs. Henry Miley, Miss Courtie Put-When one arrives at life's Sep- on Friday evening at her Dome on
touch. 11 was an elaborate affair. gus, Lorena Beyer, Lucille Well, year, Miss Rose Thurman and WI:I
tember.
North Ninth street, In celebration_of with a numlier of outside vieltora
When dwelling on the Plum`iing or Heating question is :
Delightfill refreshments
Firowder, Helen
Rosebud
Aleott, Reddlek.
have a lot, bat which is what
her birthday. The table was. beauti- and the full complement of Club Connie Puryear. Letha Puryear. were served.
Who's the best to see
Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
Or whet Is which I can't renewal- furill'fb.Aaserfews Beauty felIPIR and. trteraberg.- The' out-of:Man • &testa
• he wilt refer you tt
rre:titill, Odle Puryear; -Vienne.
her.
ferias and pretty girls.
The menu , were: Mrs P. A. Martin, St. Pauli cev:t Patton., Henry Reinff. ('Iarence
Delphic Club.
—The Average Man.
was a delight-ft! awe and eneerg- wertr,-Nrc:sterile-5ff
Tam —interesting itternexione of
Coluradie
Krug, Germaine Wilker,on, Jahn
. laid for: Misses Sella Hatfield, Jean Miss tannic.. New York; Miss Mar- Curd, Jr., Durward Sutton. Melville Cordova in Spain occupied the atAnnonneements.
Morris, Marjorie Loviag, Elizabeth' shall, Misseula:
Miss Richmond, Byrd, Ed Curd, Oswald Cheek,. Jim tention of the Delphic club on TuesPlumbing, Heating, Gas Filling
The Delphic club
meet on Sebree, Mary Cave, Mary Gregory,IClinton.
Ripley. Oran Bel:, Pant Barnes. Tom day morning. Miss Helen Lowry Is
132
south
Fourth
325 Kontwaky Ave's.
Tuesday morning in the Carnegie li- Helen Pow II, Henri Aleogt. Mildred' Appropriate
"yellow" Curd, Will Reddick, Jim Shelton, out of the city, hut her able paper
to
the
brary assembly room.
201
Phones
"The
Caliphate
of.
Cordova," was
Sottie. Mary Bondurant,. Katherine scheme much of the afternoon's dis- Cliff Ferguson, Gordon Tanner, Jim
Powell. Lillian Hobson, Helen Hills. cussion was of William
R. Hearst Luttrell. Lorenzo Emery, James read by Moe Frank' Scott. "Abdur
The Dartoem club will be entervar Das characterMations. Drake. Curtis Seaman Aubrey Moore Rahman - The City and the Palace
In
his
tained by Mrs. Echwat Rivers, of
was
A Call to Paducah Women.
graphically de- I.
Mrs. J. C
Flournoy handled the Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Covington, 'Mrs. Az-Zehra.n
street, entertained a few friends er- Legeay. George Beyer.
South Sixth street,- as Tuesday
serlbed by Mrs. A. R. Meyers.
A Woman's club for Paducah! Do "Man of Mystery" from the Ameri- J. It. Puryear, Mr. C. Williamson.
jormally at her home on Monday
A reception from 5: Jo in 10::St
afternoon
not smile, there are many women's can magazine view-point, and Mrs.
—4—
afternoon. Delightful luncheon was followed the ceremonv at the home
(nubs In Paducah but no Woman's Elf Boone from the Outlook. 'Mrs.
Cotillion Club.
Social Evening.
served.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Hummel, Jr..
Mr. George Holliday and
Mr. club. If nou da.mot catch the differ- Frank I,. Scott gave an interesting
The Cceillien club gave a delightThe Senior Epworth League of the
the bride's parents, on Harrison
Clarence Householder will give a ence, just wait and learn, for really
resume of the North American Re- ful dance on Wednesday evening at Broadway Methodist church
held a
Weddings.
re..t. Both the house and the
dance Thanksgiving eve at, the Red that long-felt want at last seems view and .Mrs. George Flournoy
dis- the Palmer house. H was in com- pleasant social and literary evening
. The marriage . of
Miss Mildred church were effectively decorated In
Mq1"s 'ash.
about to be met and a Woman's club cussed the Atlantic Menthly, The pliment to a • number of attractive In the league
parlors on Monday_ .Soule and Mr William K Coolidge, white and green and the brides was
with all its power, possibilities and Harnera•Migazine was reported by visitors fn the city, The german
Four-minste
evening.
talks cfb' of Memphis. Tenn. will be solemn- gowned in white organdy over white.
ens! Mrs. Charles. W. Thomp- potentialities for Pedtwah and her Mrs. Vernon Blythe and Miss Martha was
M
led by Mr Loins Rieke. Jr.. "What Life
Means to Me" were ized on
Monday afternoon at 71
Mr and Mrs. Rettgering are at
son issued invitations today for, growth and uplift,' is on our thresh- Davis.
and those dancing were:
Mr. and made and light refreshments were o'clock. It will be a pretty home home to their
friends on the Cairo
a dance at the Palmer house on Wed- hold, At least a meeting is called
A four-course luncheon was at- Mrs. Jamee Utterback Mrs George served. A large crowd was present, wedding
and will take piSe0 at the road.
nesday evening, is honor of ,their for Thursday afternoon at '2:34 tractIvely served on small tables, A. Flournoy, Mrs. Robert Williams.
including a number of visitors.
hems of the bride's grandmother.
bridal party.
o'clock in the Palmer House dining The dining room was a symphony In of Memphis; Misses Hattie. RichA special from Jackson, Tenn..
Mrs. Nelson Soule. on North Fifth
room, for the women of the city to yellow and the out-of-t awn guests mond; of Clinton; Annie Marshall.
Surprise- d' Party.
street. Rev, T. J. Newell. D. D., of. says: "An elaborate wedding took _
The Matinee Musical club will ineet Vied organize one. It may be were seated at the center table. of ails:mule: Virginir Kinaie, of
A surpree party was given to Mr. the Broadway Methodist church', will Place at S:1' o'clock Thursday night
meet on Wednesday afternoon at the possible that Mrs. Charles Weaver, of which
was effectively decorated. New York; Pauline Purcell, of Lex- and Mrs. Louis
Quicksel, of 115 perform the ceremony, and Mrs. at the First Methodist church, the
Eagle club house, on lirnadway The Louisville, the precedent of the Wo- The menu emphasized the yellow ington: Carrie Phillips. of PittsClement street, by a number of•their Samuel H. Winstead will play the contracting parties being George
leaders are
Miss Courtie Puryear enan's clubs of Kentucky. who will be motif.
tetra; Katherine Schaffer, of Pitts- friends on Monday evening
The attendants will 'Milker, a prominent young business
The wedding music
and Mies teethe Puryear. A Wagner :n Fulton on Thursday. can come to
burg; Ethel Brooks, Frances Wal- evening was pleasantly spent with be Miss letcyette Soule, sister of the man of New Orleans, and Miss Marie
and Strauss programme will be ren- Paducah, also, and help In the organReception to Dr. and Mrs. Newell. lace, Frances Coleman, Rena Cole- games and music, and a delicious bride, and Miss June leabney.
Cates, member of a prominent Jackdered. Hebrew and Biblical music ization.
A very delightful affair we
,the man. Susie Thompson, Mary Scott. luecheon was served.
A reception will follow the cere- son family. Owing to recent bewill be discussed.
The Woman's club v011 have four reception give.n by the ladies' so- EITzabeth Sinnott. Faith Langstaff.
mony. The couple will leave at r, reavement in the bride's family, the
—m—
departments: Civic, Literary, Must- cieties of the Broadway Methodist Martha Darin Lillie May Winstead.
p. m. for Chicago and points in WI.- wedding was semi-private, only relaNutting Party.
Nalle-Naeb Wedding.
eai and Charity, each separate and., church on Friday afternoon from 3 Messrs. Louis Rieke, Stewart SinMr. and Mrs. .1 Jackson. Miss consin and sill make their home ini tives and Intimate friends being
The marriage of Miss Flora Nalle distinct but one membership will adto e o'clock in the parlors of the rt.'t. Morton Hand. Tom Harrison. Hortense Thurman. Mi-s Rose Thur- Memphis.
I present. mein Lime May Winstead.
and Mr. Maurice B. Nash, Jr., both mit to all four branches and their
church. It was a pretty farewell Philo Alvott, Blanton alien. Doug- man, Miss Flossie Thurman: Messrs.
of Paducah. KY.. was maid of hoes
nf Loultville, was quietly solemnized advantages. It will mean Civic Im•
complement to the Rev, and Mrs. T. las Nash. Douglas %Eby, Wallace William Davis and
John Wisdom beet man. The
and
A.
D.
Roberts
pretty
wedding
week
of
was
the
A
today at 11 o'clock...at the home of provement. lectucese
) concerts and J. Newell and family. who have Well, W. 1. Sturtevant.liarry Tandy.
were a party that spent Monday over that of Miss Dora Hummel and Mr. groom is the son of Z. W. Tinker. a
the bride's parents, Cot. and firs. I. work in developing the dry along
made such a host of friends here of Frankfort; Joe Exalt, Jlohn Brooks at the Minces lakes fishing and nate
William Rottgering, Jr on Tueeday St. Louie miNinrucire clipitailst. The
B. Nail., In Louisville. The Rev. many lines not selfish or self-centerduring their four-year stay. The Fed Wade. Edward Bitinghurst, tins. I: was an enjoyable day
at the German Lutheran bridal couple left on a Moneymoon
evening
Charles Craike, dean of Christ church ed culture, as well as aiding the poor.
parlors. were effectively decorated Frank Davis. Dr f B. Howell.
church, Rev. A. I.. men officiating. trip south and trill make their home
cathedral, performed the ceremony. Just now without a charity club, this
with yellow chrysanthemums and a
Informal trier-noon.
Pb. Tigh P rs were Meseta. Rohert
Mr. Powell Nash. a brother of the is sadly needed. All wamen are Inyellow color-scheme was carried
Crescenele (lob.
Mrs. S. B. Dori
Trimble Rudolph
(Continued on Page Mx )
firetnering.
groom, was the best man. Among vited to be present on Mures:lay and
throughout. In the receiving line
The Crescendo club met on Theirs
the out-of-town guests for the cere- Lend their interest to this effort for
east
were: Rev. and Mrs. T. .I. Newell. day afternoon at the studio of Miss
morfy were: Mrs. Maurice R. Nash, of the city's lining in with other large
Vise Virglnie Newell. Mira happy Virginia Newell on North Seventh
Paducah, mother of the groom. Rod cities. In other places the Woman's
Edward
Newell, Master
Newell: street. Rossini and the opera "Wile
Mrs David Lindsey VanCulin. of' Pa- clubs are the meeting grounds for wo
Mrs. V. 0. Sweatman, president of liam Tell" were the subjects for
ducah, sister of the bride. After a men of diverse interests and eat con
the Woman's Foreign Missionary so- study. Miss Eunice Robertson gave
wedding trip to Cincinnati and St. tributes to the knowledge of her sisciety; Mrs. 3. K. Greer, president of a sketch of Roseine and Mies Newell
Louts *here they will visit Mr Nash's ters with whom She labors. Tlume
the Home Misaltili society; Mrs. told the story of William Tell.. Sevsister, Mrs. Franklin Leavitt, and are no social gathering -Places. but
George Warfield, president of Ram- eral mueleal numbers were played
aunt. Mrs. J. W. Williamson, they many, who perhaps would not othersey society; Mrs. William. Etudes, and current musical events were freewilt come to. Paducah en Mute to wise know each other are brought in
president of Junior Warden Mission- l)—discussed.
F
Louisville, their home.
touch ,and gain thereby.
ary lattelety; Miss Martha Davis,
The next meetinn of th club will
_Mr. Nash is the son of Mr. and
Arne thing that Women's clubs have president of Newell society. Coffee he On Thursday, the 22nd. It will
Mrs. M. B. Nash and has mown up accomplished elsewhere and is much
and light refreshments were attrac- be devoted to "Famous concordats
in Paducah, having lived-4n Louis- needed here is to have-its own buildwho are now in America." The
tively served.
ville only a few years. He is univers- Mg. Here lectures
concerts and
A large number of the church and musical program will be an elaborate
ally popular here. His bride has Of- semi-formal affairs can be given.
MONDAY.'NOVEMBER 12
many outside friends were present one and the overture from William
ten visited in Paducah her sister, Recently the Matinee Musical club
during the tours. Alen the minim'- Tell will be rendered.
of the city could find no suitable place tree of the city and their families.
If you enjoy delicious, crispy brewn to have a recital that was hardly
Pleament Evening.
I pieve of All- wool Suiting, brown mix- 6 pieces Suiting, all-wool filling, in red,
panc'ake's, to- Mrs. Austin's
large enough for The Kentucky. The
Miss Elizabeth Wnkinsen. of 1 eiS
I'. D. C. (Mlle
ture, :16 inehes wide. worth 75c.
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Woman's club here when well estabMiss Elizabeth Boswell is enter- Langstaff avenue, entertained a numMonday special, a yard.
Ladies' skirts and full snits,
hopes
lished,
to
have
its
own
quar-AMINE
taining the P. D. C. club this after- ber of her friends most pleasantly
54 in. wide, worth S5c yd., Mon....59c
ters ready for these demands, and
noon at her pleasant home In Ar- on Tuesday evening. Games and
1 piece All-wool Suiting, gray mixture,
with a suitable additorium will soon
wide,
1 piece Farley Mohair, 38
cadia. The club is comPosed of a music were features of the evening
36 inches wide, wort!. 75c a yard,
be. self-sustaining. The Woman's
worth 75e a yard, Monday
number of,the younger society girls and deligliefs4 refreshments were
Monday .....
(nub house In Louisville is in demand
special
and flourished all last winter. The served. Among those preeent were.
for various purposes, social and
name of It may he changed this after- Mr. and Mrs. James Wilkinson, 3Ar
1 piece Pebble Clicktot, 50 inch wide, in
otherwise and pays well.
1 piece of Knotted Voile, worth
L9c
noon
red and black mixture, worth
and Mrs. C. Wilk:mem, Mrs. Harrison.
The yard, Monday special
--4--$1.25 a yard, to close out at_
Missies Oberhausen, Rolfes, WilkinCotillion Club's New Plan.
Few Out-of-Town Gneets.
son; Metiers. Ante Roe, Vera Philpieeekhinev Dress floods.
A business meting of the CotilMilii11111101$ Of
piece of Heavy Novelty Siiitinffs. 54
A handsome affair Was Mrs. Henry lips, Sanders Miller. 'Matt Fulkerworth ide yd., Monday special
lion club will be held Monday even- Well's euchre-luncheon on Wedensfor
wide,
$2.50,
sold
inch
will
non. Lynn Martin. Will Lem Head,
ing at the office of Mr. Frank Boone, day afternaon at .her home on Broadgo in this sale for, a
Is
piece Covert ('loth, all wool,
Hemphill. Ernie Brake.
Herman
when the officers for the new year way. The honor knerste sane Mrs.
Goebel Wilkinson. George Harrison.
worth 75e yard, Monday
1
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Serge,
All-Wool
:16
in
will be elected, and the plans adopt- Adtmeyer. of San Fthocisco, th
Sell on installments and
inches wide, worth 50c a yard,
ed. It has been the custom of the guest of Mrs. T. Moamar', and Wage
D. C. Cataptee.
old
instruments in
take
Monday-club heretofbre to give two dances a Stella and Fannie Levy, of New' Or
November meeting of the PaThe
exchange.
month, but there are a great many leans
: who are visiting their sisters dueah chapter, Fnited Daughttho of
Don't fail to see these wonfferful
2 piece: Cravenette, 50 incites
of the club members who. are in Mrs. Adolph Well and Mrs. Herman
the Confederacy, Was held with Mrs.
wide, worth $1.25 yard, Meoday......75c
values.
DISTRIBUTING OFF I CE raver of having only one dance a i Fried
man. The house was attract Mary Burnett, of West Broadway, on
5 1 8 BROADWAY I month, and making the dances more teen. derorated with white chryean Tumidity afternoon. The officers for
, elaborate affair* than has been thel therenees arid green,
:and the eight the year were elected: Mrs. James
.terri'm fair Pirturirri
E. P. Bourquin tuner.
' custom. They
propose to have teblee of handsomely gowned women Koger, president: Mrs. John L. Webb,
Rel.' w Patti'rm.,
322.324 Broadway
limnst,..and refreshments, and nivel emeneeeet the effs.ettearsees of the or
111c40-president: Mrs. MILrY Bar•
the dances on fixed dI •'.
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Mal PRVIICTAVI EV
tunity offers to create a schism In
the Republican ranks or injure the
tariff law. That is politick and John
Sharp Williams knows
politics.
That is the reason why the tariff revision was held up until some other
matters were out of the way-to
keep the other matters from being
held ,up as hostage for a compromise
on the tariff. We don't want any
tariff compromise, Cleveland had a
"congress on his bands' that compromised the tariff.
The tariff will be revised in good
time when all other needed legislation is duly passed, but it will he
revised by the Republicans, and the
principles of protection will be adhered to. Meanwhile, the country
will go on prospering until the tariff
may be handled in safety without
danger of having John Sharp Wil:lams joggle the elbow of the Republic-an house leader and cause him
to smash the Dingley bill on the
floor.

BISCHOFF TO DIE
FOR WIFE MURDER

HUNT kV( .N1.1 UUILTY.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10,
--CHANCES IN CABINET.

400.44401000004).

Jury Herlded lgorrote Manager Com- Two Resignations as the Result of
the Recent Election.
mkted Larceny.

Grippe or Influenza, whichever you like
to call it, is one of the most weakening
diseases known.

ahristlaula, Nov. 10.-The minisMemphis, Tenn,, Nov. 10.- Dr.
Truman K. Hunt was found guilty ter of finance and customs, E. Haof petit larceny by a jury in the crim- gerup-Bull, and the minister of aginal court yesterday afternoon, at a riculture, A. H. Yinje, have resigned
late hour, and sentenced by them to and have been succeeded respectively
serve 11 months and 29 days in the by M. Burge and M. Aarostad. These
workhous, of Shelby county. The changes in the cabinet are an outcome of the recent election, which reconviction wag secured on the testiJudge Nunn is Ili and There Was No
suited favorably to the Leftists. The
mone) of Deugay, a blooded IgorQuorum of the Court of Apnew ministers are prominent Demorote, who was one of the 48 memI crats.
peal% Today.
berg of that savage tribe who were,
I
exhibited in the United
States by
First Aid for Noveliats.
the defendant for several months.
As he spoke to her there was in his
KILLED AUNT FOR REVENUE
voice a burst of passionate resentHURT HORSES' alOUTHS.
ment. She smiled a derisive smile.
He thereupon stood up to his full
Reins Are Too Tight and Bits Proheight and towered above her.
Bischoff to Hang Dec. 7.
duce Sores,
This
Would
have disconcerted
Frankfort, Ky., Nov.' 10.- The
Invaluable for Coughs and Colds.
death wairant in the case of Jaeob
Humane Ofiltier Tom Sanders has some girls, but not her. She let her
ofilffir
s drop.
Biohoff, the
Louisville
wife-mur- discovered that draft team drivers
DRU0018T13; SOo. AND 111.00.
ALL
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10.
He was startled out of himself.
derer, whose sentence to hang has keep the reins too tighITY-Tistened.
18
She
publed
herself
immediately
tomouths of
been affirmed by the court of ap- working sores on the
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
CLOSE COMMUNICATION.
gether with a mighty effort.
peals, was issued today at the state horses, and has personally remedied
There was significance in
the
Which made him lower his voice
several
comes
The
habit
prevaldepartment,
Is
executive
and
forwardOctober-190e.
statement made yesterday by a reto a whisper.
po; t I i
a, lilt.) Illa) . tbey cannot
principally
ent
among
negroes
who
1
.3989
17
3932 tail merchant, that the rebating of ed to the sheriff of Jefferson county.
She responded by Wooing her head
avoid or repudiate their constituen2
.3891
18
it fixes Friday. December 7, next, as tighten the outside sein for the pur3935 railroad
fares . Is especially effective
In the air.
its
2
.3963
cy, nor can they escape from
19
4133
the day for the execution to take pose of easy turning. Officer Sanin increasing the out of town trade
At this his heart almost ceased to
4
.3963
ders has lately adopted a regular
20
3933
influence. It will stick to them even
place
3986
22
4476 In cities in which interurban tracroute which he "makes" each day beat. But he superbly controlled
as the Old Man of the Sea clung to
himself.
•
.3980
23
4490 tion lines center. Peducah, isolated
He goes to the city scales and about
the shoulders of Sinbad the sailor,
Comet Stay Saved Her.
As she turned to leave the room
•
.3962
24
4536 from the great cities; almost equiand unless they be exceedingly
Richmond,, Ky., Nov. 10.-While the market house Inspecting horses.
VICTORY IN DEFEAT.
followed
Instinctively
9
.3955
he
25
her.
4032 distant from Louisville,
Nashville.
strong and watchful the burdens'
out
morning,
driving
Miss
Mary
this
Whether
smarting
under
the
104
.3963
26
There was a pause.
3949 Memphis and St. Louis-and a good
,4 th,y are thus forced to bear
Railroads Indicted.
sense of defeat or experiencing the 11
11/3......3959
27
3942 distance to be-- only lacks cher com- Little one of Richmond's most popAnd a silence.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 10. will nateallem to atumble as they"
12Z
ular girls, was shot by an unknown
1
.3977
29
elation
3925 munication
*MO
victory,
attends
upon
Maddened
silence,
hilt
sigh
by
a
with
this
tereltory
13
.3979
30
3941
person and seriously
wounded. A Indictments have been returned by escaped her ruby lips.
there comes a period for sober sec- proceed ailiAt the official pathway
which ake)may rIghtfully claim as
15
.3960
31
the
3929
special federal jury, which conphysician was hastily summoned. An
ond thought, to those who think at whielk Dow open before them.
She
more
been
never
had
radiant
all her own, to make her its metrop11
.3925
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A HOLD-OVER. •
examination showed that Miss Little vened in Minneapolis October 22 to than on that evening.
a:1, in which defeat may, to a cerTotal
108,495 olis in every modern sense of the had been shot
in the left side just investigate alleged freight. rebates.
tain extent, partake of triumph and
remarked
himself
to
this
He
Average for October, 1906....4018 term. Paducah needs a northern conIn the case of the railroads the iiiunder the heart. Had It not been
victory carry w.th it elements .of fieT1CKS FAST IN THE BATH TUB..
feuddenl, he lost his head
Average for October, 19e:),...3612 nection for the N. C & St. L. and
ron.et stay changing the co:MOWfora -if dIetrnents contained 147 counts. TI
'At the smile Moment site threw her humiliation slot regret. As we now
a 9-foot stage In the Ohio river, so
Miss Little would have minimum penalty for cOnektion Is heed on his *boulder.*
chew the cud of oplItical reflection. ,ffivg°n Man Uses Wrong Kind of
laereaise
406 that the steamboat lines and patrons the nail
Enamel for Repairs.
each case is 11.000 and the maxiWe will now leave them to them- he it bitter or 'sweet, it is well to
been instantly killed.
will be assured of an all-ear-around
mum $2,000. Nolte of the interested selves -Life
Personally appeared before me,
consider whether Paducah has lost
traffic, with through traffic between
Portland, Ore., Nov. 10.-The zinc
this Nov. 1, 1906. E.,L Paxton, genrailroads expected that any indictFire., in the Mountains.
or gained by the election last 'Tueslining of the bath tub aCeie county
eral manager of Theleun, who &f- Cairo and Pittsburg, and a deep
Mt. Stet tog. Ky., Nov. 10.- Re- eats would be retfirned against them.
An Imported (baser.
whith resulted in retiring from
day
poor farm became bare of enamel in
ilmes that the above statement of channel from here to Chattanooga n.rts.haye
'In South Africa candies are use‘tlui-geassal-suessaal-4,1kern
.
, reaches:1, this city r ot,,lie- Each company had disclaimed with
.--Pbeise see ewes
elteoetfettlietinertrreftte11111
Ighting purpomm In the home, whose terms expire December 31. spofriiintie-AiraVy iiiiiieFi a tendestrous forest fires which have been apparen a nee y, t e possibi ity of
month of Oct., 1906, is true to the come.
en t D. D. Jackson sent n man to
raging In Morgan county during the any criminal act in their •relatIons and when a young Boer maiden has a Mistiming that in the personality of
best of he knowledge and belief.
Equal:y sure, but not so immeditown to buy some "white enamel."
gentleman
visitor,
the
mother
sticks
last week. The dry
weather has with the grain companies, concernthe candidates upon the two tickets
PETER PCRYEAR, Notary Public.
ately in prospect, are the interurban
He received a package of enamel.
candle,
in
and
a
the
pin
it
when
has
ing
which
their
caused
empltoes
the
had
timber
given
to
rapidly,
burn
presented, there was no choice, still,
My commission expires January lines,
and it behooves Paducahans to
never thinking that only a special
burned
to
pin
callers
underthe
the
and the fire has swept everything testimony before the jury.
22. 1908.
the following questions arise: Has
Institute an organized effort to inbrand is used for bath tubs.
stand that it is time for their departbefore it. The fire Is creeping near
the cause of good government gainduce
He carefully cleaned the tub and
the
necessary capital to take
ure
Daily Thought.
the large Cannel City coal mines of
High Building In Wind.
ed or lost in the exenange? Has the applied a coat of
project.
the enamel. It.
the
up
It
requires
money
society
matron
of
Early,
a
Mrs.
"Those who can find recreation It.
Bigstaff & Cockrell, and all the cabproem of introducing sound busiNew York, Nov, 10
The Singer
soon dried and let the tub with a
Washington, recently made a visit to
their work know what o at the end and time and patience to build any ins and buildings are In danger of
building, now building on Broadway
ness principles into the affairs of city snowy Interior. Mr. Jackson showed
kind of a railroad,.and the sooner
the Tranorrals and was so impressed
of the rainbow."
being destroyed. Hundreds of pan- near Liberty street, which will be
government been encouraged or ex- his work to his wife and his motherwe start the sooner our hopes will
custom
with the
of the Boers .that
els of fence have been horned and 625 feet high, the tallest eltyscrapei
tinguished? Has the progress of the liklaw, Mrs. Fisher, and Modestly rebe realized. With traction lines and
she determined to introduce it Mei
ON TARIFF REVISION.
much valuable timber. The loss will In the city Is to have wind anchor.
city been advanced or retarded?
ceived their words of praise.
cars running every hour of the day
her own home. Consequently the
reach thousands of dollars, and so that it may
"Standpatters7 is the terra come to
be
firmly
braced
The vext daYste desired a bath,
It is not necessary to supply an
electric lights were removed and canthe towns in west Kentucky, so
there is no telling what the result against every gale. The wind presto mean In popu.ar parlance those,
dles substituted in the drawing room. exposer to these questions, as each end filling the tub with warm water
that people may go and come as they
wilt be if rain does not come in • sure, on account of the structure's
who regard the Dingley law as a
Mr. Starlate, a frequent, though reader may reply to them in his own reclined full length in it. He was
please, they will naturally come to
short time or the people cannot great altitude, will be tremendous,
fetish, Intrinsically perfect and usnot always welcome caller, was one mind as his judgment, now unbiased tired and ender the soothing Influthe largest city
to ' purchase their
cheek the onward rush of the fire.
affected by conditions. No great man
and for that resat" the' building Is of the first visitors to call after the by campaign
asleep. He
fell
excitement.. may Sb- ence of warmth
goods In the largest stores, which
to be literally tie(' to Its foundations inauguration of the new custom. He tate. No charge has ever been
In the Republican party, the party
made awoke with a start, dreaming that an
have the largest assortment. This
of protection, inas ever so looked
Judge Nunn Ill.
by an ingenious arrangements of witnessed the placing of the pin in that the present general council was Apache had seised him b? the hair
increased
patronage will dentand
upon Any tariff measure.
Frankfort. Ky
Nov. 10.--Owing steel rod&
Blaine, etil larger stores
the candle by Mrs. Early, and after not absolutely upon the side of good and was about to scalp him. To his
with larger stock.
to the illness of Judge Nunn there
Gerfield, Clay --all favored reciproshe had gone ventured to inquire:
government in all that the term ifn- surprise he could not lift his Wead.
larger stores make a city look largwas no quorum of the court of apcity and • variable scale. William
"Why,
mothyour
does
Early.
Miss
plies. It is • sad commentary upon Then he essayed to move and found
Wife Will Tell Everything.
er and when we make strangers bethat the soles of his feet were glued
McKinley. ardent protectionist from
peals present, and he session was
the social and political
conditions
Nek York, Nov 10.- Some in- er kick a pin in the candle?"
lieve we have a large city. It will not
the ntanufacturing renter of Ohio, in
continued
woman existing here in Paducah that this to the end of the tub and that his
responded
young
the
"Oh,''
until
Tuesday.
Judge
teresting evidence is promised when
be long before their opinion will be
limbs were held to the bottom in the
apparent innocence, was one of the reasons
his last public utterame gave warnNunn is not dangerously
for the failthe case of Harty Thaw, charged eith an air of
verified.
same manner. Even his arms were
"mother learned that in South Africa ure of the Republican ticket.
ing of a necessity for revision, RooseThe
with the murder 'dr White, Is called
Let's get to work on that, interuras
velt but recently enunciated the true
way of sending home the bores." acts of the general council In refus- loosened from the side of the tub
Killed Hia Aged Aunt.
ban proposition. In the meantime,
here. It is now said
that Evelyn
with difficulty. He managed, after
Weekly.
-Harper's
docliiine of the "siendpatters." The
Falmouth ,Ky.. Nov. 10.---George Nesbit Thaw, the wife
ing to grant licenses to disorderly
the retail merchants should not disof the slayer
suffering a deal of pain and parting
tariff is not sacred but under it the
Iting farmer living of the architect, realizes that in orsaloons and the expressions containcontinue their rebating system. It Newkirk, a
front small patches of cuticle, to exHotel Arrivals.
country has prospered and its terms
four miles from Falmouth. is under der to free her
ed to the Platform pledging the suphas attracted
out-of-town
buyers
husband she will be
tricate Is feet. legs and body, but the
Cincinnati;
Palmer:
Lewis,
H.
G.
as it stand, are better than no tariff.
port of the general council to the
and the scheme is as yet only in its arrest. It is charged that be shot obliged to tell the entire story
ot H. A. Smith, Elgin, 111.; H. E.
clung tightly to his hair and he
tub
'When the revision COMPS it wilt give
infancy. Don't desist in any effort and killed his aunt Ntary Cooken- her relations with the
victim
of Crampp, Chteago; L M. Wlaglield, mayor in suppressing questionable had to howl for help. In order to
rise to differences of opinion in
dorfer
a
woman
resorts of all kinds, were sufficient
nearly seventy Thaw's bullet, and that she will give
that promises to help Paducah
atget into the bathroom, where her
Toledo, 0.; J. M. Huffaker, Louisparty ranks and absorb popular and
to array, and did array, an element, liege lord was held
tain the position to which she Is en- years old. She had accused New- some startling testimony when placprisoner, Mrs.
Mayo
ville;
Kern,
Louis;
August
St.
legislative interest to the exclusion
kirk
of
stealing
some of her turkeys ed on the witness stand.
which is found in all cities, against Jackson had to force • hook off the
titled.
Frederick,
Loeb,
Cincinnati;
T.
W.
of all else. During the last session of
a few days before, and he resenting
the ticket.
door. Then she took ai2trir of scisChicago; W. R. Porter Helena, Ark.;
congress there was urgent and imNear Peru. Ind., last night two the charge, went home. got his shotThe present general council also sors ant* cut the hair
von moltke Chancellor.
hich stuck
E.
Puryear,
Tenn.:
C.
J.
Alden,
T.
portant legislation that 'admitted of hold-up men entered a ear
filkd with gun and walked by where his aunt
belioved that it was proper to intro- to the paint, after the. warm water
New York, Nov. 10.--A
Berlin
Moss, St. Louie; C Phillips, Mnrno delay. To have precipitated
a immigrants and robbed the occu- lived and emptied the contents of special to the
duce into the affairs of the city, the bad softened it. Now Mr. Jackson
Times says t ia be. J. H. Hilton, Owensboro; W. J.
tariff d:scutodon would have been to pants. The day before a lone bandit both barrels into btu
body. kiwng ,eyed there that what Is known as a
same careful regard for sound busi- will have the "enamel" scraped out
ClerYtgan, Chicago; L. S. Tippet, New
read the death warrant of the pure robbed two dozen passengers
on a her Instantly.
S1rhancellor crisis" is imminent.
ness-lite principles, as those which and the genuine article placed in the
'YOrlt. J. E. Terry, saiicago; H. E.
food bi':, the meat inspection
bill train running between Kansas City
Leading newspapers assert that Emcharacterize the sane and successful tub by an expert.
Busse}', Birdsville.
and railroad rate bill. Some hasty and Chicago. Such feats are enough
Ambition is only the ,desire to be peror William contemplates the apbusineas man in the conduct of his
Belvedere: E. 11. Randolph. DayRepublicans evinced a desire to lake to bring the blush of shame to nur the other fellow,
and then go him one pointment of Count
Von
personal affairs. These methods were
Moltke.
EDWARD'S BIRTHDAY.
ton,
a;
B. B. Shipman. St.' Louis;
the Dingle bill down from the shelf cheeks. What must be the opinion better.
chief
the general staff, as Prince
sufficient to array, and
did array,
W. M. D. Sanwall,'IChicatto: H. C.
dust it off and see what sections are of tier, country formed by the first
Buelow's suereeller.
against the ticket the populletic, so- Britfah Sovereign 4'4.k-tirade* SixtyRichards, Hopkinsville; J. W. Hutout of date and need fixing, but the impression on the minds of refugees
cialistic and
Fifth Anniversary.
anarchistic elements
faker. Louisville; E. H. Diefenbach,
eeigroess with
which
the Demo- from foreign rountriee seeking a havThe darkest nights are generally
which have found a footing in this
en
in
the
Siaton,
land
.Evansville,
P.
Pittsburg;
of the free!
cratic congressmen gathered around
followed by the most glorious mornLondon, Nov. 10.- King Edward
city and which, fortunately for the
Ind.; ally Nollingswerth, St. Louis,
the tar* cabinet gave the tip to the
Inge
beat interests of tne city, are more Is today celebrating his 65th birthThe
"unwritten
law"
is
quotedl
Republk40 leaders. and they passel
notable for the noise they make,than day quietly at Sandringham, surGuatel Secrets of North.
YOU DON'T- HeVe TO Wait
the word to "let well enough alone as the PXCl/AP for • Louisiana con-1
rounded bg his family. He is in exEvery diflPmake. you Del better. Ls. Co.
New York. Nov. 10.-On board the for their numbers.
gressman-elect
aoaasinatime
proml!
a
--to stand pet."
Of course, disapkeeps pour whole insides right. Sold be the steamship Helig Oleo,
cellent health. Many congratulatory
The
which
present
will
sail
general
sent
council
physician
had
in cold blood. Now. If
pointed in rhe prospects of a nice
nosey-hack poll everywhere. Price Ito eat&
tomorrow for Chriertiania, are two also expressed itself in deeds, as well messages reached his majesty durscrap and perhaps a few desirable the 'tale will show to the world thati
zinc Dozes, guarded by four armed as in words,- that it was for a pro- ing the day, and" Mitny valuable pree-written law" is
The Rigors
provigions in the new-taieff- law for in -this instance the "
-Probably at no time of the year guards. They contain the records gressive city; that it believed in a eats were received front the soveri'their districts, the Democratic mem- just as diestic and efficacious, melte
and
personal
does the physical condition of the made by Captain Raold Amundsen, eompreheusive sewerage system, in eigns of Europe
ber,' did the next best thing-they ty will he its dehtiir. There is a modfriends. The customary salutes were
body demand more attention than who sailed for Cbristiania three years the extension of paved streets
and
said the Republicans were not in ern tentiracy to construe that "unJust at this reason, the beginning of ago and located the magnetic pole. sidewalks,
In the installation of a tired by the warships at the naval
levor of revision at all, and called written law" too liberally.
cold weather.
From a study of the record, which park system and in
all other things centers.
'them "standpatters."
Let the system he run down, or the will take fully three years Captain
tending
toward
the
An
establishment
Owensboro
ot
girl
WAS
told
by a
The outcome was that the tarift
blood impoverished to any extent and Amundsen says that
the exact loca- Paducah upon an equal footing
"Home Sweet Home" Cottage.
with
Bengaline 'Silk is the
the cola weather goes hard with you. tion of the magnetic
remained untouched for the session fortune teller that she was threatenpole will be de- other cities
New York, Nov. 141.- The little
ed
of
the
same
with
loess
In
impending
the
di-aster,
and
diNaturally the thing to do is to termined.
most popular tie of the
and the country prospers.
Photographs were made state.' This
position upon matters of thatched cottage at East Hampton.
get the circulation In good order,and
The word "standpatters" 18 a p- rected her to cross his palm with a
day. It COMPS in the wide
of the needle for nineteen months by
I., In which John Howard Payne,
the whole system toned up to stand
vital
importance
walesuflicient to arhandful
of
gteenbacks,
which
were
plicable In the sense that the
Rean automatic photographing instruand medium width four-inauthor
of "Home Sweet Homo," lived
the
rigors
of
winter.
ray,
and
did
array against the ticket
publicans still believe in the princi- afterwards hidden away In a secret
band and bat wings, in
In his early years, and which, when
Sonic physicians prescribe the dai- ment made especially for the expedi- all of those reactionaries. who
place
for
have
three
dabs.
At
the
end
of
ples of the protecttve tariff. So do
ly cold bath, others seek recourse in tion.
solid colors-blues, reds,
for years been setting the rakes up- he was a wanderer on the face of the
the Louisiana Democrats as far as the three lia)s the disaster betel
blood tonics and other stimulants,
brown,
on the wheels of Paducah's progress globe, inspired his immortal ballad.
pearl
grays,
the
hellos
greenbacks
disappeared.
It streets sugar: the Ohio Democrats
Where He Was Dry.
but, probably the most rational treatIs to be destroyed. The site on -which
city
.ward. With all of these elements
and champagne.
The Rev, Mr. S
as far as it affects wool, and each
ment of all Is the Osteopathic, as
was by many
It has stood so many years has been
Just this one brief commenlation
These are the best 50e
Osteopathy more quickly, and more considered somewhat tedious in his arrayed against the Republican tick- purchased,
according to the One. of his parand the structure will be.
effectively rights the blood flow and delivery. On 'one occasion, after be- et, It is pertinent to inquire, whence
ticular sect;on. Evidently the Demo- for Hearst -he is responsible for the
offerings in the city and
tilra down and a church erected In
came the support which was accordrestores normal conditions than any ing booked to preach
picking
crats believe the tariff affect,' trade Republiesna of New York
at a camp meettire excluive with the new
its place.
other known treatm4nt.
ing, he was caught in a sudden ed to it to an extent that a change in
conditions, else they wonid not talk out their best man for governor
store.
Osteopathy
is
only a natural shower.
ultimate
that
He appeared at the appolnt- little more than half a hundred votes
so much about free trade. We have Hearst represented
treatment, a method of bloodless surDrop in and see them towould have re-elected every aldercondition tinder
which the worm
.protective tariff and
ed
time
quite
wet.
the country
gical manipulations to remove any
night.
man
and every councilman?
excusing
As
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prospers. That is sufficient argument turns.
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obstructions interfering with the proIt came from
the Goci-fearing
16r its retention.
per transference of nerve force, or the camp manager, a waviish cleriWe trust the non-sinkable
boat
home-loving citizens, from the pronatural blood flow, or the other flu- cal brother said:
If the MOS does foster prosperisent along with the Louisiana was
ids, to the organ or part involved.
"Oh go on up in the pelpit. You'll gresstve and substantial business
ty, then when it needs revision, it
not made by the mono concern that
I should like to have you call and soon be dry enough there."-- The men and from those who have the
'tumid he revised by those who are
let me tell of some Paducah people Bohemian
construct fire
proof building mainterest and progress of their home
for October.
in favor of the prineiplea on which
whom yon know well that Osteopaterial.
city truly at heart. And In this asIt is based.
•
thy has done much for, and also to
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Date For The Execution Is
December 7.

Scotts Emulsion, which is Cod
Liver Oil and Hypophosphites in easily digested form, is the greatest strength-builder
known to medical science.

It is so easily digested that it sinks into
the system, making new blood and new fat,
and strengthening nerves and muscles.
Use Scott's Emulsion after
Influenza.
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People and
11.•Ma

cut represents one of our prettiest
THErndabove
newest suits, made Herringbone Cheviot, nicely piped with black velvet, also black
velvet collar, in colors, at

$22.50
We've just gotten another lot of those pretty
Plaid Silk Waists.

&tic40

The greatest
selection of
Fur Coo ts
,ever shown
in Paducah.

317 Broadway

LOCIL LINES.
•,

• •
•
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-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Something new wader the sun
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R.
D. Clements & Co.
-'Messrs. William Baker and Joe
Gourleux, well known saloon
men,
have received six game cocks from
Summitville, N. C
They Sr. said to
be 80032 of the finest fighting cocks
ever brought to Paducah, and may
figure in the fights to be pulled off
Thanksgiving Day.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200
Fraternity building.
--A negro scavenger drove over
the edge of the city sanitary garb
ass dump yesterday and team and
driver went into the river. Joe Waggoner, keeper of the dump, pulled
the negro out, and the mule swam
ashore.
--The
regular
twice-a-month
dance of Olive camp No. 2, W. 0. W.,
has been postponed from Friday night
to Monday night, November 12, at
the Woodman hall, 118 North Fourth
street.
--Adjustors have settled the loss
on the Paducah Veneer and Packing
company's dry kiln which burned a
short time ago at $4.000. Opetati'rs of the plant carried full insurance. Steps to rebuild wilt at once
be taken,
-When you order a rig from us
YOU are talking to one of the proprietors or capable ..erks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, this
and fills the order
at
appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
-.Charles
McQuay, booRzeeper
for the W. B. Kennedy Tobacco brokerage firm, has gone to Terre Haute.
Ind., to locate. He has gone in the
auditing department of the Hiram
Blow Stave company which has a
string of factories ail through the
Ohio valley.

A new /01 0/
Cloaks jor
children a t
pec ia /
prices.

for the Illinois Central, who shoots
at homely game. discarded his oldfashioned double-barrel muule loadi
shotgen and bought a new single
barrel breech loader
this morning
with a supply of shells and loadingoutfit. But:fares got so good that Tolbert needed up-to-date equipment.
-City subscribers to the
Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of thelt
papers stopped must notify our collectors or make their requests direct to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
--Ben Price, of 1113 South Fourth
street, was injured
this
morning
while working in a manhole, by a
brick dropping down on his head. It
eut a /Ash in the skin, which Dr.
Robertson sewed up.
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-The Philathee class met
last
night with Miss 011ie
Wilson, of
Eighth and Harrison streets. It was
a business meeting
and
arrangements were made to hod an entertainment in the near future.
-It is now time to Omit fall
bulbs for spring blooming. We have
all kinds. C. L. Bronson a Co., 529
Broadway.
-Today county teacher' are receiving their second pay of the term.
The total amount sent this time is
$2,195.49.
-The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things in engraved or printed calling cards and
invitations of any ;ort, and is making special prices now.
The Home Mission society of the
Broadway M. E. church will meet
Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
church.
-The ladies of Grace r.piscopal
church will have a Christmas bazaar
Friday. December 7.

Stationery
A foltistfund-of best
linen paper for 25c
Fine box papeterie, paper and

envelopes in bulk, tablets, etc.

Waterman's Fountain Pens
We usually have a few
stamps on hand after 6
p, in. and on Sundays,
for

the

accommodation

of our patrons.

R. W.WALKER CO.
I nenrp ra tool
DRUGGISTS

Ilk Whining.

11411 Penn III
at Bide Door.

EATIIES Of SUNDAY SERUM]

4. Vocal solo-Selected -Wagner
-Miss Julia Scott.
5. Ancient Hebrew and Biblical
music-Miss Frances Gould.
6.
Vocal solo - "Serenade"Strauss-Mrs. W. C. Grey.
7. Vocal eolo--"Dreams"--Tristan
and Isolde-Wagner-Miss Mamie
Dryfuss.
8. Piano solo--"Evening Star"Tannhautier, Wagner - Miss Mary
Scott.

Christian.
MECHANICSBUTG- The Rev T.
N. Varble. pastor. • Preaching morning and evening. Sunday school at
usual hour in the afternoon.
FIRST-Sunday school and communion at usual hours.
TENTH STREET-The Rev. J. C
Shelton, of Mayfield, will preach at
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday
school at 9341 a. m,
MECHANICSBURG- -Bible school
at 2:30 p. in. A full attendance of
To Entertain.
all luterested is requested as the Rev.
Monday evening Mr. and Mrs. G J. C. Shelton, of Mayfleld, will likely
W Lee. of 336 South Third street, be present and make an interesting
will entertain the members of the telk. Other announcements will be
Magnolia Grovill and iheir frleada Made at this service.
I n honor of the 23rd anniversary of
their marriage
Methodist.

TIPS.

NOW IS THE accepted time for
/Du to look about your 111, and tornado insurance, as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and reFriedman Insurance Agency.
liable
Office N. 128 South Third street. OfResidence
fice telephone No. 940.
phone No. 1581. We represent roma
of the oldest and best insurance ,orn•
pantos, which are paying their lossel
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Give us • call.

volt

A letter received by relatives from
Co:. R. It. Sutherland, who is in
California attending the bedside of
his datighter. Miss Clausie Sutherland, states that Miss Sutherland is
better. Her condition a few weeks
ago was copsidered serious.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Morgan, of
Cairo, arrived in Paducah this morning to visit relatives.
Attorneys C. K. Wheeler. John G.
Miller and William Marble and Miss
Bess Settle. stenographer, returned
this morning from Princeton. where
they attended court
C. C. Duvall was called to Sebree,
Ky , today at noon by the serious
illness of his daughter who is ill of
typhoid fever.
Miss Lena Hall, daughter of Dr.
B. T. Hall, is 111 of malarial fever.
Mrs. Jesse Bell, of the county, is
able to be out after an illness of
rheumatism.
Miss Ida Fahey. of St. Louis, is
visiting Miss Ella Sanders.
Mrs. A. L. Lassiter left for Texarkana, Ark., last nieht to visit her
daughter. Mrs. J. A. Harden, whose
little SOD died there yesterday.
Miss Mabel Mills daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Mille. of the Mayfield road, is able to be out after a
several weeks' illness..
Elizabeth and Margaret
M kW%
Cobbe, of Evansville, Ind., returned
home yesterday after visiting their
aunt, Miss Zulu Cobbs.
Mrs. W. H. Stokes. of Mayfield, is
visiting Mrs. James P. Sleeth,
Mr. Wayne Bennett, of Boston,
Mass., Is visiting his sister, Mrs. J.
M. Walton, of 1•235 Jefferson Street.
Mr. Spencer Starks has gone for a
drumming trip through Kentucky in
the interest of the Starks-Ullman
Saddlery company.

night.
MECHANICSBURG-The .Rev. J.
B. Perryman, pastor. Morning subject: "Mockery." Evening subject:
"Refuge." Sunday school at 9:30;
preaching at 10:30 and 7:30: Junior
League at 2; Epworth League at
6:34)
TRTMRLE STREET- The Rev. W.
W. Armstrong. pastor. Morning subject: "The Church." Evening subject: "The Judgment."
The following stewards have been
elected: C. W. Morrison, B. T. Davis,
W. J. Puckett. J. W. Gentry, J. T
Powell, T. B. Moore, L. S. Jackson.
Ben J. Billings, Silas Mitchell, Jr
C. C. Duval, W. Y Griffith and Professor W. P. Johnston.
Mr. John B. Dade was re-elected
superintendent of the Sunday school
for the congregation. '
The reports of the church show
there are 315 members while the con
gregation i clear of debt and In a
very flourishing condition.
German.
EVANGELICAL--The Rev. WilBourquin, pastor.
Morning
liam
services in the German language.
Evening services in English. subject:
"Infidelity." Business session Monday evening at 7:34)
T.I"TITERAN-The Rev. A. C. Titen. pastor.
No morning service.
Evening services in English.

N.

N.

a

RENT-One use
418 Broadway. Phones 161S.

\

\ N. N.

Are heated with Hart's Aiuminum oil heaters.-.They are d
thing of beauty,a joy forever

Kora

Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of reducing-the-co -bills-it-to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of-the perfect systems
of heating. They are perfectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil.

WANTED-Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun office.
FOR SAE
L, -A large tent. Apply
d01 Yortb Slatb,
FOR SALE-Wood stove
cheap. Old phone 64)3.

heater

BOARDERS WANTED1032 Broadway.

Apply

FOR RENT- Two 'rooms. Apply
1218 Clay.
POR KENT- Three room cottage
on Cairo road, Phone 389-a.
girl.

N

Hundreds of Homes

Apply at

11116 Jotter-on.
FOR RENT- -Store house
with
dwelling over, 1103 South Third. Apply to 705 Kentucky avenue.

PRICE5 TO FIT

WE HAVE -Fireman's Rubber
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Rudy, Phillips k Co.

FOR

RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street, Apply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
- FOR RENT-Furalished or unfurnished rooms, with or without
board. Apply 415 Kentucky avenue

FOR SALE -- Seven horse-power
BROADWAY-The Rev. T. J engine and boiler, alma
saw!rig. 824
: Harry, the little on of Mr. and Newell, pastor.
Morning subject: N. 6th, New phone
1161.
Mrs. Dien! Rider(
' of 1434' Booth ‘!"rbe Rettgletr of 'Today:" • Usual
FOR HAMBUItGERS and- Hot-TO:
Fourth street, is recovering from a evening services.
mates go to "Shorty's" 111 14 South
Zeus's attack of the croup.
THIRD STREET-The Rev. Peter
Third or 127 North Fourth.
Mrs. W. S. Radnedge has returned Fields, pastor.
Morning subject.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
from Louisville jitter attending the "God's Confidence in Man and Wofuneral of her sister, Mrs. H. Col- man." The Rev. J. W. Blackard, 442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
lins.
presiding elder, will fill the pulpit at E. E. Bell & Sons.

Episcopal.
David
GRACE-The Rev.
C.
Wright,'rector, Holy communion at
7:30 a. in. Sunday school at 9:30.
Morning prayer and sermon at 10:45.
Subject: "What Does a Christian Expect?" Evening prayer_apd sermon
at 4:341. Subject: "What Is Rest!"
Bible class Monday at 4:39 p. in.
The rector will speak on "The Mar• S. Lander, for several year
tyrdom of an Apostle."
agent of the . International CorreMr. Sherrell, of New York City.
spondence school in tithe city, has
will sing atGrace church tomorrow.
Nashville
to
sone
to work for the
same school.
• Temple Israel.
The regular Sunday services will
Miners Get Increase.
he held at Temple Israel tomorrow
Bisbee, Ariz., Nov. 10.--All ruinmorning at 11 o'clock. The subject
ers employed by mining companies
will be, "The Sabbath and the Home."
NEW WATER SYSTEM.
at Bisbee and Tombstone have received notice of a raise in wages, to
Cbriethin Science.
First step Taken Toward Conform-- date from November 1. The scale
Services Sunday at 141 a. m. Subhas been advanced 25 cents a day
tion of Huge Acqueduct.
,
ject; "Mortals and Immortals." Wed.
all around. Miners now receive $3.needay. 7:30 p m. Sunday school at
New York, Nov. 10.-The first 75 a day, shaftnnen, $4.26, the first 9:3'e a. m. Hall 527 Broadway.
steps to begin the actual construction motion hoisting engineers. $5.25.
of the city's proposed new $161,- The new scale means the payment of
Church Notes,
000,000 water system was taken yes- half a million dollars more each year
The Rev. .1, W. Bleckard, presidterday, when bids were asked for the by mining companies.
ing elder, will dedicate the new Methbuilding of the floe section of the
odist church at IA Center tomorrow
Conflagration Threatened,
huge aqueduct, ten imies in length.
morning. He holds quarterly centerChicago, Nov. 14).---A big fire in mice at.Lone Oak today.
Four years are allowed for the completion of this section. and bids must the Valley Coal docks today threatRegular services tomorrow at the
be received by December 4. It is es- ens to consume all its property in LittlevIlle and Tennessee street mistimated that the cost of the first sec- South Chicago. A general alarm sions.
tion will be about et,o00.000. The summoned engines from miles away.
There will be a union meeting of
first sectidn of the aqueduct begins
all the Young People's societies of
at Hunter's Erook, In Westchester,
Criswled Into Fire,
the city Sunday evening at 6:30
and goes to a point just beyond PeekHuntlyton, Tenn,, Nov. 10.--Left o'clock in the lecture room of the
skill.
alone flr.a room, the three-year-old Kentucky
Presbyterian
Avenue
child of Mr. William. crawled into church. 'The subject for the evening
Great Advertiser Dead.
the open fire place and was burned will be "Nazareth.- An interesting
Chicago, lii., Nov. 11.---Amos J. to death._
Program has been arranged and the
Thomas, one of the founders of the
public is eordially invited
grist advertising agency and PromoYou can generally tell the age of
ter at a remedy .44Mpany. dropped 4 man by the neuron of sent
4i.kyo..esavar toreAtts, arnetirl'
tsad today In a department store.
itv that lye develops in the spring,
Pancake flour. Fresh and deliciona

-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun office-twenty-five
cents each.
The McCracken County Sunday
School convention will be held
at
the Broadway Methodist church, No-A Decker Bros.' plann, good vember 20 and 21. Five prominent
condition at $75 on payments. A Sunday school experts willte here
Wnabe piano at $50, 518 Broadway, and furnish the entire program. All
Phone 1041-a.
superintendents In the city and counte-will kindly announce to their
Thck Tolfiert, special policeman
schools this Iiiiportant event and arrange to attend.
-Score cards for the game Five
Hundred for sale at The Sun °Mee
at 25c.

N.

F

Baptise
Parties sending in accounts of 160.
SECOND---The Rev. J. S. Pate will
Chit etertitinnients will pleas- sign preach morning and evening.
He
them, as 'The Sun will not publish will probably accept a call to the
communications sent in that are not church tomorrow.
signed.
FIRST-The Rev. Calvin Thompson, pastor. Morning. subject: "Why
Matinee Musical Program.
Christians Are Left in This Vi'dtd."
The followiug is the interesting Evening subject: "The Bargain of
program of the hi-weekly meeting of Judas."
the Matinee Musical club on WedTWELFTH - Sunday
NORTH
nesday afternoon
at
the Eagles' school at 3 P. m•
home at Broadway and Sixth street:
• --German composers--Wagner ard
Preebit erian.
Strauss.
FIRST--The Rev. W. E. Cave,
Leaders--Misses Puryear.
Morning
pastor.
subject: "A
Current Events.
Heavenly Dream." Evening subject;
I. Biographical
sketches-Miss "A Great Promise."
Miss Jennie Gliegn.
NT UCKY A VICNI'E-- -The_
F. Piano solo--"Flederlaus Waltz- W. P. Bone, of Lebanon University,
es"--Straus---Miss Edna Eades.
will preach in the morning at 11
3. Vocal solo--"Elsas Prayer"-- o'clock and in the evening at 7:30
Tannhauser, Wagner-Mrs. beta W. o'clock.
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6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.
icSIMEISNROISIISRelt‘%%16111

110:16383136.91k.,

Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Office. New Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.

'

RENT'- Two furnished
FOR
WANTED- -lenatwortny man to
rooms for light housekeeping. Apply
manage branch office and distributing,
1246 Broadway.
depot for large manufacturer. 3alWANTED-Furt;Ished rooms for ary to start with $4,500 for th• first
light housekeeping. Address Wolff's year, payable monthly, and extra
commissions and expenses.
Jewelry store.
APPlicants must have good references and
WANTED- To rent modern 6 to
$1,000 cash. capital secured. Ex8 roomhouse. Best location. P. L.
pei leave unnecessary. Address ManDysart. Phone 242.
ufacturer, P. 0. Box 711, Chicago.
WIDOW. .with large income beartea 2
ing estate wishes to marry a capable
WANTED--You to call, write or
1906
man, willing to manage it Box 405, phone for Catalogue of Draughon's
St. Joseph, Michigan.
Practical Business College, 314 1-2
FOR *ENT- Two nice large Broadway'. Padticah._A. M. Rouse,
rooms, furnished
or
unfurnished, Manager. Old phone 1755. It will is the raarrnt all •roerran
mad., watt hes. and
1`42 I.4• nuintained Its reputation Ina
with bath. Desirable location, phone convince you that Draughon gives the
quo-rung
Lira. y.
best course of instruction. That
1081.
Brsughon secures positions or
re- LET US SHOW YOU THE
--f------di-ooms wan or withFOR REN
out bath, 126 South 4th street, also funds money. Night and day ses- !RESENT DAY MODELS
J. 1,.
Jeweler.
furnished rooms. Apply 304 North sions.
Sixth street. Old phone /114.
Commiedoneen Sale.
Mayer's Morning's Morning.
WANTED-To buy farm land. H.
In pursuance of a Judgment of McMccor I) A. Yelser has lately
C Rollins Real Eatate and General
Insurance. Trueheart building. Tel- formed the habit of an early morn- Cracken circuit court, rendered at it'
ing walk, and generally goes about October term, 1906. tn the action of
ephone 127.
he William Stnley, administrator, etc.,
WANTED-Girl for housework, thirty squares. This morning
against R. P Stanley, etc.
f;rn
street
walked
Fourth
o
and
small eirl as nurse, or colored boy
street on defendant. I will, on Monday, Noto help about place. Apply 809 Ken- Broadway to Twentieth
Broadway and return. He wears no %ember 12th. tabout the hour of 10
tucky avenue.
overcoat on his trips and carries a o'otock a. m 1, 1906, )being county
FOR RENT-1512 Trimble street,
court day), at the court bowie door
Mayor Yeiser declares that the
cane.
six room cottage, large yard and
in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
Invigorating,
proven
habit has
and
stable. Apply to 133 North Third
highest bidder, on a credit of all
comes
days
easier
work
that
afthe
street.
months, the follow in.• described propter his "morning's morning."
-WOEIPt 11 .- -WANTED- - Ex perienc:
erty, viz:
ad bookkeeper and cashier accuotomtying and being In McCracken'
(*its- Official Shot.
ed to credits and correspondence.
county, Kentucky, on the Metropolis
Philadelphia. Now. 10.----Frederick
Address X. Y. Z.. Sun office.
and Mayfield road, and bounded as
with the
Schaffhatist, connected
FOR YOUR STOVES cleaned, pol- water department of the city, WIG follows:
Beginning at the nortowast corner
ished and repaired. Brock Hatch, fatally shot while in his office today
802 Washington street. New Phone by Frederick Horeberegr. The catnap of the herein deseribed tract, at a
rock corner to Champion's; thence
1160.
of the shooting is unknown.
with the line of Champion north 89 •
SALE--itiamy terms, 3 new
degrees estst 2o6:1 feet to a, stake7in
bonus In Northview addition neat
if men chose their wives as cats.13th street car line. W. D. Greer. fully as they do their cigars; the hap- center of the Mayfield and Metropolis
road; thence with said roed-touth 18
127 Broadway,
py marriages would be more numerdegrees east 1856 feet to a stake in
FOR RENT--PatTom with bath- at "ea
the center of said road; thence with
009 1-2 Eircuotway Suitable for, one
H. Jett's line south 814 -degrees
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's
west 1320 feet to a rock corner to
drug store. Fifth and Broadway.
Jett and Boyd's tine; thence with
FOR SALE-A brand new Oliver
Boyd's line north 15 1,4 degrees east
typewriter, wide measure machine,
241 feet to ix stake corner to Boyd's;
in perfect order, for $85 cash. The
thence with Boyd's Nue south 89,4
machine can be seen at The Sun ofLocal Markets,
degrees 1478 feet to a rock corner to
fice at any time.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 40c.
Boyd's line in grimes' line; thence
FOR RENT- Small store room,
Eggs--2:,c doz.
with Grimes' line north 12 degrees
Butter--20c
211 South Fourth street, for repair
east 1560 feet 10 the Inginning, conSweet Potatoes--eer bu. 50e.
shop or business. Only 412.80 a
taining 97 2-10 acres.
Country Hams- -13c lb.
month. George C. Hughes. Phone
Said property to be sold for the
Potatoes--Per
hu. 60c.
Irish
1865.
purposes of division.
Green Sausage.-6C ih•
1. E. MORGAN, blacttsm1th, 403
The piirchiseer will be required to
Sausage----14)e lb.
S. Third. Old phone 467. Superior
give hood with approved 'security,
Country bard-- 12c lb.
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
hearing interest at 0 per cent from
Tomatoes--25c gallop.
for flora stone side wire tires, the
day of sale, having force of replevin
Peaches-40c basket,
best rubber tires made.
Beane-5.e gallon.
bond, on which execution may
Butterbeane--10e. quart.
CONTRACTOR WETKE1,--Masoi
when due.
Celery 60c dozen
ry and concrete work a specialty.
This 8th day of November, 1906.
Gratieis--2'.)c basket.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
W. D. GREER. Attorney.
Parsnipe--$1.00 bu.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt atCECIL REED,
Green Tomatoes-50c basket
tention to all estimates.
Master Oommiseioner.
Turnips-Three for 10c.
FOR BALE OR TRADE-- Grocery
Lettuce-10c.
monthly,
Students .tre Fined.
doing business of $3,00.0
Lexington. Ky., Nov. 10.---Sheito
clean stock. Good brick heusa will
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Jett and T. R Veal, arrested for parbe rented to purchaser. Will trade
Wheat-64c bu.
Address
ticipating In the Hallowe'en riot at
for farm or city property.
Corr -50e bu.
State college, in 'which four policeZ. care Sun.
gew Corn - -35c bu.
-smen were injuted; were fined tfte
'WANTED--To furnish desk room
Hey-From jobbers to retell deal.
and costs this morning In the police
in comfortable Broadway office with- eta-Strict grades. Choice Ti
will 618; No. 1 Tim.. $17.50, No. 2 Tim., court.
out chargA, to someone who
occupy tbe same from 8:30 a. m. to $17. Fancy northern clover $17.
A woman never Ihinks as much of
6 0. et. Ants- by letter to P. D. Q‘. Prom country W•901111 at public qualthin
medium to very poor, $8 to $$3,,•...raLka_RA Phu.
. ks she
11°•
elkol..7
2g
I
A
5
per tee for vsloas
TS •••

THEN AND NOW

The Howard Watch
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THE WEEK IN SOCIETY METROPOLIS GAME
IS COINCIDENCE
CALLED OFF TODAY
OF SIGNIFICANCE

SATURDAV, NOY ENIBER 10.

NOTICE

Continued From Page Three.)

eiaCAL

eeit:mt4tem,

In New &ripsaw."

Several "Standpatters" Are
Defeated For Congress

The Memphis Commercial Appeal
"A beautiful double wedding
(merited Thursday at Sunni°, in the
Piesbyterian church. At 9 o'cloce
Junes Faust, of Paducah, Ky., and
time mite eiriegs, of Democratic Miss Grace Craven were married,
.1i4.% es Next Isrue
Rev. J. M. Pickens, of Lexingtan,
444444Ilit
114
Thirty minutes later
ofileiating.
Must Int Tariff.
Curry Duck. of Nashville, and Miss
approached the
Amanda Hinkle
chancel of the church and Rev. WilKENTUCKY liam Thorne, a Presbyterian minisOF
DISTINCTION
ter of McKenzie, advanced to*I.he
front acid perfornied the ceremony
The young couples are
Washington, Nov. 10.—The stand- for them
patters in the house fared very bad- well known and prominently connected
They left at once on an ex`v as the recult of the election.
Chairman Payne's vote was greatly tended -bridal trip to Chleano, NiaDalsell, the gara Fails and other places."

reduced in New York;
second man on the committee, had

his majority cut 'down one-half;
Groevenor was defeated in conven
Hon, and will not be a member of
the new committee; Watson, Curtis
end Needham come back with 4.creased majorities; Babcock was defeated, but that is not a victory for
the tariff revisionists. as Babcock
has been urging his party for the
last five years to reduce some of the
schedules. Ott the other !land, Mc-'Cleary, of Minnesota, has eeen forced into retirement. He has been the
mainstay of the stand-patters In the
Donee, and during the last two campaigns his tariff speeches have been
sent broadcast over the country by
the Republican committee. In addition, Cnmmlns wins in Iowa and the
stand-pat congressmen are all reduced.
There will be three vacancies on
the committee to be filled by the

84)
10:

A telegram front Lexington, Tenn.,
sa-ys of a weddiag which is of local
Interest: "The most elaborte and
artistic affair of the kind Lexington
has known in years was the marriage at 5 o'clock Tuesday afternoon
of Frank Bennett, of Washington.
D. C.. to Miss Viola Nell Clarke, of
this place. In the Methodist Episcopal church, the bride's father, Presiding Elder J. G. Clarke, cadet.
Intr."

Local Boys Required Roster to
Keep Off "Ringers."

TI.Sill

I is

11e.10*.l.

oullug ots Tt.11River N'itit Superintendent Lief) Today.

NEVI' ROOMS BEING FITTED

UP

Members of the Metropolis High
school team are alleged to have
written the Roy L. Culley football
team, of Ms city, for a date, saying
that a game with the R. L. C. team
was preferable to one with "those
big headed High ecnool boys." Because of the statement the game between the Paducah and Metropolis
team scheduled for Metropolis today
was called off.
The Metropolis taisi has always
been heavier than the Paducah Niglio
school eleven, and it is stated carried semi-professional players. The
team management was required to
furnish a ,roeter of its players. This
precluded the possibility of "ringens," and prompted the action of the
Illinois team In writing to the Culley eleven here.
Launch Party.
Supt. C. M. I.ieb is this afternoon
on the river with the Paducah High
school football team, treating the
boys to a launch party. He is
his gasoline boat, and will go up
Tennessee river into the woods.
New Koons, Fitted Up.

The wedding of Mr. Abe L. Livingston, of Paducah, to Miss Martha
Osterman, of Milwaukee, %Vise took
place on Wednesday at Milwaukee.
Mr. Livingston is a prominent young
man. a member of the M. Livingston
wholesale grocery firm. He was accompanied to Milwaukee by his
mother, Mrs. M. Livingston. and
brother, Lee Livingston. After an
extended bridal trip to Boston and
mestere .weirste Wree•-••srie
from Supt. Liebe: office on the first.
Slotted William Alden Smith he home in Paducah.
floor of the Washireecon building and
elected to the senate in Michigan,
desks Installed. This room will be
Mrs.
fie,
eis
Campbell
Virgo.
or
there will be four vacancies on the
used to take care of the overflow of
committee on ways and meens. The Paducah. and Mr. Harwood Sintson,
primary grade pupils in the Washof
England.
were
married
In
London
new selections will undoubtedly be
ington
and Jefferson buildings, The
on
Wednesday.
They wil-I come to
the subject rtf determined controverwork of fluting out the basement
Paducah
this
month
en
route
to
sy among the Republicans.
room for the school board and su- Chairman Griggs. of the Demo- Mexico, where the groom has extenperintendent is progressing and the
sive
mining
interests.
eomtuattee,
believes
cratic
the elecoffice wilt be ready for occupancy h•
tion proves one thing, and that Is
Tuesday.
About People.'
that the tariff Is tee issue upon
At the McKinley building ths
Mrs. William ('arroll, of Memphis..
which tee Democrats have a chance
work of fitting up the new room hawho
has
been
visiting
two
years
Mrs.
winning
hence.
George
at
been delayed by plastering. It ix R• The state of Kentnciter is the only Flournoy. ha)i retarned home.
etired that the work will be done int
I
Misr Lena Dollar, of Prineeton.
place in the country where the
inediately, and the room
prepareit
Reptthecans did anything of an en- Ky., Is the guest of 'Misses Rena and for service by Weddeaday.
couraging nature. The Democratic Frances Coleman, on Wpm .Jefferson
I street_
The Misers Caleman wilt accommittee had banked
upon
the
company her home Wednesday to Caaessweet Is a nanniess compound
election of the Democratic candiof vegetable extract« that is wondervisit In Prineeton.
dates in the,Third Ninth and Tenth
Mr and Mrs. Charles W. Thorny- ful in its beneficial effects on the stoin
districts, and the fact that the Reeon returned this week from Chicago achs of babies and chtdren. Recompublicans carried them has been a and other
northweetern Pointe, where mended and sold by Lang Bros.
'evens disappointment to Chairman 1 they
went on their bridal tour. They
Griggs and his ass-relates, who had ate at home
Longbow—What I say is true. Beat C21 North Stull
hoped that the Democratic primary
sides, "seeing is believing," you
street.
would not endanger the congressionMrs. Laura Fowler. Mrs. ihertie know. Wise—Not always. Longbow
al districts.
Campbell, Mrs. Armour Gardner and - Oh, yes. Wise—No. I see you, for
Mrs. Milton Cope made the trip ep instance.—Philadelphia Press.
The best treatment for indigesti ti Evansville this week on the JttOk
and trouble's of the stomach is to Fowler, They were the guests of DeMeitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
act on both kidneys and liver, and
rest the stomach. It can 'be rested Mrs. Fowler.
by a good digestant. Kodol puts the
Mrs. William Owen Bailey. of as a result afford the quickest relief
stomach in **ape to satisfactorily Louisville. who has been the guest of from excess of uric acid. Sold
perform Its functions. Good for la the Misses Rieke this week, :eft to- Lang Bros.
cilipesOon, sour stomach. flatulence day to visit an aunt In Hickman.
"Why won't you let you!: little
palpitation of the heart and dyspee- Mrs. Bailey will make a longer stay
sla. Kodol in made in Mete, coo- here on her return from Hickman. brothers kiss you? You should enfortuity with the National Pure Food She is always popular in Padue.ah, courage such affection." "Ave g'wan
nod Inuit Law. Sold by hang Bros. where she lived prevents to her mar- De foxy kid knows I bin eatin"lasses."--Washington Herald,
riage.

Mrs. Roy W. McKinney, president
Tbe easiest way to prepare a quick
breakfast is to use Mrs. Austin's Pan- of the Kentucky U. D. C., and Mrs.
Luke Russell left Saturday for Gulfcake fl•• •
port, Miss., to attend the national
U. I). C. convention there the coming week. They will represent the
Paducah chapter. Mrs. Beetle F.
I
‘The
m Prices Below Will Be
Campbell, who is as a delegate from
cede Until Dec. 31,1904 the locaLc.hapter, may go next week.
Miss. Sol Lessee left Monday evenGold Atten Crown, 22k.,
3 50
ing for Hot Springs, Ark., to join
Gold Fillings
1 00
hiele sister, Miss Fannie Alarams, who
Silver Fillings
•50
formerly lived In Paducah, Miss
Plate Filffigs .......................- .75
Abrams' friends will 'be glad to learn
Bridge work and all grades ,if
that her health is much improved.
plate work guaranteed. Painless
ft is probable that she will make her
extraction of teeth.
home at Hot Springs.
Miss Susie Thompson leaves toDR. KING BROOKS
D(NTIST
night for Clarksciale. Miss., to atSixth and Broadway
tend the wedding of Miss Elizabeth
ecott and Mr. Emmett Taylor, of
Memphis, Tenn., on the lath.
Mims Marshall of Miesoula,.Mont.,
and Miss leallie Richmond. of Clinton, who.. have been the guests of
Mrs. Hal S. Corbett this week, will
return to Clinton today. Miss Muffshall will come bark to Paducah before
leaving for her westein home.
(thing to the fact that there
Miss Reed Watt. of Frankfort,
strike
in
the
bottle
has been a
will artye this evening to visit her
factory, we could only procure
mitten, Mrs. Letele Soule. and attend
one-fourth of the quantity of
the Soule-Coolidge wedding.
Miss Ethel
Morrow
Dr. Cooper's medicine that we
returned
home last night from an extended
ordered. Most of the consignvisit to her aunt, Mrs. Dixon Watts
ment received today has leeen
of New York city.

NOTICE

reserved. We cannot promise
to reserve any of the medicine
on telephone orders. Should
you desire a bottler would insig-

suggest that you send for it IMMO:Neely,

Miss Blanche HIlti and Miss Belle
Cave. who, have been making a rownd
of visits to school friends In VIrglii-4
go today to Lynchburg where thley
will be in the wedding party of Miss;
Belle Almond, a cousin of Miss
cave. They will return home after
the wedding.

McPherson's

DeWitt's Little Early Risers. About
Oa theMarkt::
.tigilk14:0110
"
Sold hi Lettg Ares.

DrujiE Store.
i

Laxative (contai n I n;
Kennedy's
Honey and Tar moves the bowels
Contains no opiate. Conforms to
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sole by
Lang Bros.
Solitude differs from loneltrsess
only in the color of the thoughts that
visit us.

To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.
•

More
Heat
at Less
Cost_

Perfect
Control
*--trt Over
Fire

`4.

The fumes Which citchilarttr arise front the
fuel and pass unburned up the chimney in other
heaters are all consumed in the Wilson on
account of the celebrated Hot Blast Down-Draft.
With a giv.sn amount of fuel the Wilson will produce about twice the heat of any other heater.
The dampers are so constructed on the Wilson
that you have perfect control over the fire which
can be regulated to throw out an enorrnotm
amount of heat in a short time, or the firs can
be held at a moderate heat or by closing the
dampers it can be held at a faint glow foe a c•reat
length of time.
if you have a Wil(tn your rooms may be
always kept at a healthful, even tcmpcf.stuv:.t.

Will post, examiee, systematize and audit books by
the day, week or the job.

Terms Reasonaie
John D. Smith, Jr.
1118 Fraterity Buitiling.

HANK BROS.
218 Broadway

his laxative makes
&trent&

to be

changed

very

This will effect all of our
having

customers

buzz

fans and

small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. Ilyou
have either

a small motor

or

buzz

immediately in order that
necessiry

we

may

steps to adapt

ditions.

•

Most physics you have taken no doubt have
left you weak. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
is an exception, because, while it is a laxative, it
is at the same time one of the greatest stomach
tonics ever compluided.
A physic which leaves you weak is danr-

The Paducah Light and
Power Co.

ous, because it soon becomes necessary for
to take a drug of some kind before the bo‘Ne.
can be induced to act properly.
When this condition is reached, the patient
has lost his strength and rnsv become the victim
of all sorts of stomach disorders.

n
contains a great deal of pepsin, as its name indicates, and so strengthens the weakest stomach
that it can properly and voluntarily perform all
its tunctions.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is pleasant to
take and it never causes griping or pains of any
sort, and in all eases of stomach disorder is
undoubtedly the finest preparation known.
Al druggists sr:: Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at 50 cents and
bottle.
Mamas Issmak If it /looses's satisfy.

Pepsin Syrup Co.

W. F. PAXTON,
President.

K. Rove.
Citable,

P. PriVitallt,
Militant Cashier

Citizen's Savings Bank
n cert(ta

Capital
Serpi as
Stock holders liability

$ 1 00 000

Thal security to depositors. •

$250,000

50.000
100,000

Monticello, Ill.

111M1M1111111.111110111

"Seeing the Southwest"

EXCURSIONS
Doubtlet-s

you have heard of the Bumper Cfops which have
been raised this year in ArKansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Indian

Territory, Texas and New Mexico. Have you conipared them
with results obtained 111 your section? Is your work where you
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
labor expended? If not, a change would be beaeflcial perhaps. A
visit to the Southeest will open your eyes. Out in Oklahoma the
lust big land opening is soon to take place; farms are still very
cheap in Western Arkansas. Northern Louisiana and the Gulf
Coast of Texes. bet us give you full information about these
sections. -You will want to -see-them after you have examined our.
ill[istrated iiteratnne.

to southwestern points first anti third Tuesdays each month.
•
J. N. remitter. Aut Gas. Pass Ansi. From
Sit M. Aiits Pass. Age, keit Isissit
limplus, Tess.
HS! tea An
Paul IF••
c:tiver, Tray. C.03401404 Ayst..
Nat:I-v.111e,'Fenn.

Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatmenL

small as

Interest Plaid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'c:ock
Third and Broadway

Street Cars to Worten's Addition
in Sixty Days.
HOMES EASY TO OCT. Three to eight-room houses
in Worten's Atidittott at from $300 to $1,230. Leas than_cost of the
impuerernents. Cash oron Wrintr-Vtriniit the purchaser. I have
nut increased the prices on these properties over what they were _
before the procurement of the car line to this Addition, but will do
so as soon as the line is put in - operation, which the company ad'
vises me will be before Christmas. Now Is your chance. You can't
afford to miss it.

J. M. WORTEN
Fraternity Ettsildlnii.

TO LET
Several superior
third floors of our

offices
'
, on second and
building, provided with

Foreman Bros. Novelty. Co.
ELECTRICAL SIUPPLIES
-- Incorporated—

Prices lowest in city for similar offices—

Will be interested in our megneicen1 showing of fine Pipes
and smokers'articles. Just as we
have gained the front rank by

double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N.IFtourth St.

figirza
Nif ; pENNyRoyAL PILLS

0

Phone/a 7157

•

tre
Z
e.
:
Th
ne
(.3v
=
ir

omliWons, teeresse
or and banish "pains
of menstrustien." They are "LIFE MANESS° he stria II.
womanhood, aiding development of organs sad ?e.g. No
knovrai remedy for women equal* thew Ckainot do_ Mares—life
becomes a plenum?. $1.09 PEICIDOX BY INA.1111.•. golf

r;0 TO

P AG E'S RESTUARAN T

For qniek Innehes. Short orilenz.a. specialty. hive its a trial.
• T1it M&T.I`SaerWkall lc A1.CO. Memoirs& Ohio
by-Arisstig.•••••
PAOCVIel, UV South Third St
S
UST AND a.- c. 0. akobp, l'ADVOML
.
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PIPE SMOKERS

32.2

shortly.

is

0

your machine to the changed con-

sanitary arrangements.

ME 910k NOE

and power

take the

heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern

making the bent five cent cigar
sold in the city-AM"- we intend to make ourselves more
fully felt asThe Pipe Store if
Paducah.
MeerchaUm 'Pipes, French Pillar
Pipes, Smokers' Art ices
Sc to .1130

alternatin_g

the

of

fan we would thank you to advise us

Sold Exclusively By

ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES

Expert Accountant

nature

electric current supplying light

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
Good for everything a salve is used
for.- DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
Get DeWitt's. Sold by Lang Bros.
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'FISH TO CONTEST WAY
FOR PRESIDENCY

Tools'

BLOOD
,GROWS OLD

r411,

HEARST IS AFTER More than
M'CLELLAN'S SEAT Twenty-two

New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering

"A man is just as old as his blood"
So were the blood only kept young,
oid age would be jceous with the
vigor of Youth.
Election of Harahan Not Made
By HENRY BETON MLRRIMAN
Happily, this thing of growing McClellan Is After Scalp (It
Dr. EdvkIrd's Tablets
Slither at "The Sowers," "Roden's Corner. *Tram
Old. of buttering from the diseases of
According To Charter.
Use Generation to Anothor,- Etc.
and Pills have been
Iig Chiet Murphy.
old age, of allowing the blood to
_
purchased during the
grow old, is fast disappearing—
Copyright. 1894. by tiARPER. Cr RHO !VIERS
thanks to the scientists who have
past two years. SomeMajority of !timed of Illinois Central found, who have seen and examined Hearat Will Uee office of Attorney
body
must be pleased
Itividcide
Mum
tbf
it,'
under their microscopes, the cause
(14.10'rall to Serum New Count
MIIMI0UN=
.M•IIMMININmilma 4110
with
the results obof
is:
old
age and old blood. This cause
ill
of
tained by using them.
Is uric acid.
Uric acid is always present in be
Hadn't you better try
blood, gradual:y accumu:ating as we
"So." she had said before she laid pendent-you tnow.-ituntle, That Jack
them
yourself? It wit
SfATE LOOKED To Ft 11T AID. grow older and by lodging in the va- MAYOR IN TAMMANY AFFAIRti.
the letter aside. "he is home agalu-aud Is richer than Sir John."
Lady
Cantourne
not
was
cost
rather
thoughtyou a cent 10
rious
orgine
of the body it causes
he means to carry it through?"
disease -causes the blood to grow
While she still sat there the bell ful at that moment. She could not
abteLin a trial package
"old" and impure, and brings disrang. When Jack Meredith came into help coiniurbach and bark to Sir Joint.
"Of course," she said to Jack, "we
New York, Nov. 10.—Unicas there eases of the kidneys, stomach, heart,
New York, Nov. •10.- -Fred ,Oakes, from the drug storo
the room she rose to greet him with a
must let your father know at once. is a change in the present plan :buy- bowels and a:I female
smile of welcome.
disorders and a well known curb broker, offered nekmed below.
"Before I shake hands," she said, The news must not reach hint from an vesant Fish will contest the election weaknesses.
this morning to bet 81.iso0 to $10,We do not claim that
"tell we If you have been to see your outside source."
of J. T. Harahan as president of the
Vile that' within one year, W. B.
"I
will
and
write
tell
him,"
said
they
Jack
PLANT
MAKES
LIEN
will cure every
father."
Illinois Central railroad. This dequietly.
OLD BLOOD 'FOUND Hearst will be mayor of New York disease,but we do
"I went last nigta-ahnost straight
claim
instead of G.orge H. McClellan. It
Even funerals and lovers must bow cision was reached today after a long
at from lbe station. The first person I
to mealtimes, and Jack Meredith WRII conference between Mt. Firth. fortner LIFE PLANT is a simple prepara- Is bellev•-.1 that Oakes Mutes his pre- that they are the best
spoke to in Loudon, except a cabman."
not the man to outstay his welcome. 'Judge J. B. Dill, and former Judge tion made by scientists to dissolve dictiona mad hita eilliugness
So she ithook hands.
to Put known remedies for
Ile saw Lady Cauttsprue glance at the D. Cady Herrick, Under the preseat uric acid. It drives this poison out of up his money
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COMPARE Our Great November Sale Grows Bigger and Better With a Whirl
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yes

urge, intelli-

gent comparison

of

this store's big stock
and prices with Broadway stores.

Intelli-

gent comparison assure{
will

Us

that

recognize

you
our

value-giving supremacy,

This store brings yq,u price-savings not lying arourd in Broadway stores. Broadway expenses and Broadway methods have to be paid
for by you, dear people. Thc key
note of our success lies in being off of Broadway with less expense, better methods, lower prices, bigger buying, bigger selling. We not
only buy the best goods at the
very bottom, but we sell as close to the bottom as we can. We aim to make the coming week's prices a little below the past week-a little
below bed rock.

buy

rhautlise

our

mer-

a nil spoint

your friends to

our

Big Store off
of Broadway

EXQUISITE MILLINERY FOR EV- priced. From $1.50 down to 10c A
ERY FACE.
ylird for a pink Danish Cloth.
Velvet Hats. Felt
Hats, Braid
UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN SILKS
hats.
Trimmed and
Untrimmed
$1.00 quality Plaid
Silks, while
fiats, Stylish and Pretty Hats. The
season's most becoming styles. Pric- they last, at 69e a yard.
$1.00 quality Black Taffeta, 'the
ed at reasonable prices. Why pay
other stores two or three prices for yard wide silk, priced for tnis sale
a hat? The price doesn't make the at 89c a yard.
bat, It's the style, the harmony of HANDKERCHIEFS - PH le NOME.
color, the beauty of effect and gen- NAL BARGAIN GIVINti IN HANDeral quality of every article of ma-i Kedit4 HIEFS.
?total which goes into it.
For Men, Women and Children.
GREAT NOVEMBER SALE OF, A leading importer in New York
DRESS GOODS-BOTTONI PRICES sold us this special 10t which
in
Exceptional
values,
specially eludes Handkerchiefs at G for a

dime, 3 for 9e, 6 for 25c, 6 for 50c,
1 for a dime, 3 for 25c, 3 for $1.
Some at 25c, some at 50e and some
at 76c.
New Piled Belts at 25c and 50c.
Rolf Gloves at 26c and 35e, worth
double.
Warm Bed Blankets, at $1.00,
$1.26 and $1.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.48
and $5,00 a pair,
Warm Underwear at 25c, 35e• 5°e
and $ 1 -00.
COAT SUITS.
Another Special Purchase and Sale
of Women's Fine Coat Suits.
No mistaking the quality. Cheap

at $18 and $20. On sale while they
White India
Embroidery
Linen
Fast at $10.
trimmed at $1.00.
Here are 12 Gray Mixed Coat Suits
WOMEN'S COATS.
Fit well, wear well, look genteel
Five Hundred
and respectable and made In good
Women's Stylish
style. To boom our November sale Coats now ready and more coming
we put an astounding low price up- for this November Sale.
on them that will make you doubt
Wonderfully good values are here
the quality. but no such value was at $4.50, $5.00, $5.95, $6.50, $7.50,
ever offered by any other store Is $8.60, $9.50, $10.00, $11.00, $15.00.
Paducah. Only $3.95 a snit.
$18.00 $20.00 and $25•00.

$5.00, $6.00, 57.00,
and $10.00.

NEW SILK

$4. for $3

• WAISTS

JUST

RE-

CEIVED.
Black China at 52.50.
White China at $2.60.

Harbour's Department Store
INSPECTION

$9 00

MAO '1

•

Great bargain. in Shoes on both
balconies.
Men's high class shoes worth $
for $3.85.
Women's high clan Shoes, worth

Thousands of pairs of Men's and
Par ,beyond their price in effect50c, The. $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, Women's Shoes from $1.50 a pair
$2.60. $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, up are here at under prices.

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

STATE BREWERS

MP TAKE\ BY HOARD OF PUB- ELECT F. J. BERGDOLL, OF PALIC WORKS VKATERDAV.
DUCAH, VICE PRESIDENT.

A Cold Blooded Proposition!

Ladies' Tailor Made Suits

Would you pick up Sc, 10c and 25c, pieces
if you found them in the road?
Coisterte Work Is }emu.' to Be Fast.' Cendenin county Unit Bill and Decide
ty-Route of Street Car C They Will Meet Neat octither
in Louieville.
prey Viewed.

W

OULD you walk half a block if you knew positively
that you could save 5e, 10e and '.15e on every purchase you make in
and Stationery?

This Suit Sale is the Best of the
Season---Don't Miss It.

Books, Music

Will you not at least inspect our stock? It is stuff and
Lexington. Nov. le.---The KeaThe board of public works yesternonsense
to talk about cheap quality on copy-right Books-and
day afternoon inspected the concrete tucky Brewers' association, which
Music., The quality is the settle in every store, but
sidewalks on Fountain avenue, be- closed Its seventh annual meeting
tween Jefferson and Monroe streets, here Friday at noon, after being in
----W4w,
cAst--the
me conerere
n
fanny plaves was soft
and would Ing officers for the ensuing year:
Don't be a clam, but give us your trade.
Frank Fehr. Louisville, preAident.
enentrie. The therete were noted b
F. J. Rergdoll, Paducah, vice prethe city engineer, -who will present
the report
to Contractor Thomas Went.
Frank
Senn. Louisville, treaaBridges' Sons. When the contractors
rectify the faults the work will be tirer
Charles D. Goepper, Louisville,
accepted
secretary.
The board of works also went
The new executive board, also
over the route of the street ear line
elected at this meeting. Is composed Clarksville.
HAVE A FORTUNE
out Broadway from
Seventeenth
of the following:
street to Nineteenth
street
and
Official Foretaste.
John Gund, Jr. Lexington; Chas.
la Patent Switch To. king Devil's' of
thence to the Mayfield road on NineThe Ohio from Evansville to Cairo
Wiedeman, Newport; William MedPailucaliens.
teenth street, and will take action
lar, Covington. and William A. Pohl, and the Tennessee from Florence to
Wednesday at
the
regular board
Cincinnati.
the mouth, will remain nearly staThe fact that Messrs. Stoddard
Meeting
The matters of widening
Louisville was selected
as the tioner) with a falling tendency dur- Robertson and Robert
Richardson, ,
the fill on Broadway beyond Foun- place
and October as the time for the ing the next 24 to 36 hours.
Paducah young men, have a fortuae1
tain avenue and of putting in a fit' nixt
meeting, the executive board to
The Mississippi from below
St. Is h.petent. is ,being daily demonand culvert between Broadway and determine the exact
detest.
Louis to Cairo, no material change strated in testis of their device on
Kentucky
avenue on
Nineteenth
After the business session Thurs- during the next 24 to 36 hours.
the Paducah district of the Illinois
illreot, have been referred to the, day afternoon, at which
the report
Central. It is an automatk Ilecktng
board of public works with power to of the executive board was read,
res- CHURCHILL MAY GO TO SENATE. switch( and one has been placed at
act
olutions were adopted condemning
the main switch at the passenger
the county local option bill.
Deal to Glee
Int/Over Iturnhasn's station here. Switchmen have but
RACE Di NEW To WHITE IEX.
to insert theT
Place !trotted.
„and ihe switch is
-open. To Tot
eably equires to
Reported I1S.4-o‘ery of N•range PeoConcord,-N. H., Nov. 10.-With pull the lever down. Several switchple in the ,Irctic.
Charles; M. Floyd. Reptiblican ten es have been installed on the district
votes ,short of the majority required and have proven successful
It Is
VIctorta, H C., Nov, 10.-Detaila
for the election of a governor, ac- understood the young men have been
of the finding on Print* Albert Land,
cording to the unofficial returns, al- offered a cash price for the InvenRiser Stages.,
In the Arctic, of a people who had
though he has 3.000 plurality, the tion, the figures going into the thou12.2 0.1 fall
never seen white men are given by Cairo
way la open for the election of Whi- sands.
Chattanooga
3.6 0.1 ffet
an officer of the returned revenue
ston Churchill, the author, as United
141.8 0.4 fall
cutter Thetis, who learned full de- Cincinnati
. iBtates senator from New Hampshire,
Rode on Cani--Diemiseed.
7.4
st d
tails from Captain Klinkinberg, of Evansville
to succeed' Henn E. Rurnham, Re1.9 0.1 tail
Sherley Northcutt, a lineman, was
the steam whaler -Olga, who located Florence
publican, whose term expires in JanJohnsonville
presented In police court th.s morn3.9 0.1 fall
them.
ry. Under the law when no 420ing for a breach of the peace. He
4.6 0.1 fall
Last winter, when his steamer was'
L °u1sville
date has a majority of tilltoptiputar Was
1.0 0.6 it'd
also suspected of having stol
in the lee near Prince Albert Land. Mt. Carpel
is to, Lgovernor, • the legislators
Nashville
7.9
a ride from Memphis on an Tilino
0.1
Klinkinberg, accompanied by an Esfall
elects an executive. As tbe
5.1 0.6 fel:
kimo, started Inland on a hunting Pittsburg
Central train. He ahowedlesiianio
Wane have a clear majority of 100
4.0 0.3 fall
card and Police Judge Puryear called
trip
lie sent 21.0 miles in a north- Davis island Dam
On joint ballot, this ordinarly would
8.2 0.1 rise
In officers of the Home Telephone
easterly direction over the snow, find- St. Louis ......
Mean Floyd's election. but fully fifty
5.8 0.0. stet
company, where Northcutt stated he
ing traces of people. Other whalers Mt. Vernon
Republican members are Churchill
6.0 0.2 !all
had a }ob. Judge Pureear dismissed
had MOM aeon traces of natives in Paducah
•
Republican club men. It was reportthe case, Northcutt showing that he
teees,regiou, but never eighted them.
ed last 3igkl. that the Churchill club
secured his transportation on
aptain KlInkineerg came tip with
The riverea lower now than it has
his
Id
ine with the Demo- union
card and was guilty of doing
154: or -Tnore, armee
with copper been since July. The stage this mornts
th
islature and elect
no more than playfully striking a
_ knives and bowe and arrows. One Ing was 6.0 feet, a fall of 0.2 in 24
athan C. lmeson, the Democratic
conipanion with his gloves and hat.
sadvate.d alone, and the captain laid hours. Business at the wharf
was, iendidate,
governgr in return for
Hen wee the only case un the docket
down IL• rine, the native
puttinz gond
votes for a Churchill Republican for
down his weapons. By means of
New cylinder pieces IVO being'
eenator when Burnham's tents exsigns Klinkinberg learned that, other built on the Henry Harley which Is
Slocceneni Young Mall.
Jere*,
than an
woman who came from tied up to the bank a short distance
Mr. Edward IC Williams, son of
-Prieee-1011am Land they had never up the Tennessee river.
The wheel,OURAN
WANT OFFICE Mr. and Mrs. Mike %learns, Is visitbefole seen a while person.
Is h ing ont on the bane.
ing his parents for a few day on his
He visited the village and found
The Joe Fowler arrived this morn- Refusal of Governtir Magoon
way to Monterey. 31..exiCe, MT. Wilto
Oust
about rAin people, nil of whom lived Ink
from Evansville at 3 o'clock and
liams haas accepted a position as
Ntoderates Results in Action.
by hunting and fishing. They used
:eft at 9 o'clock for the same point.
superintendent in a rolling mill In
the moit primitive utensils, fashthat city at a large salary. Though
The Shiloh probably will he let
Havana. Nov.
The
growing
ioned from bone and native copper.
off the ways Monday. Caulking and sentiment of dissatisfacti
only 23 years old. Mr. Williams has
on among
Their drees was similar to that of
risen rapidly in his profession. For
a few new planks are all found nee- liberals in consequence of
lack
of
the Greenland natives, made of softthe last several years he has been
entry. New smoke stacks have been tureen of their efforts
to induce
ly tanned skine, sewed
with 'deer
superintendent of the Tennessee Iron
put In. The Shiloh will get back im- Governor Magoon to &mega
modsinews. Their winter houses were of
and Coal company, of Birmingham
medtaaely into the Tennessee river 'rates from important
posts in the
sod, with an inner lining of skins
one of the largest rolling mills In the
trade, where the bitsiness now is so insular
edmInheration,
replacing
and different in shape from those of
south.
heavy that the other boats have a them with liberals,
crystallized toother known tribes. They were nolittle
more
than
they
can
handle.
night at a secret meeting of the libmadic. The only article seemingly
Clew Goes to Jury.
The Salello will arrive this af- eral committee
on
brottght from civilization seen
appointments.
by
ternoon late from the Tennessee riv- Special objeteon was made
The case of .lames Wilhelm against
Captain Klinkinberg. was a piece
to the
er on the return trip to St. Louis. reappointment of a
police
captain J. M. Worten was given to the jury
evidently from
some ship,
make the running named Regitera. a moderate. It was at 11 o'clock this morning and at
*hell was converted Into a spear- Few roustera
slow.
decided to appoint a committee to noon the jury was dismissed until
head.
The Kentucky Is at the wharf to- appeal to the governor
for recogni- Monday and court adjourned until
day preparing to clear tor the Ten- tion•of liberals. Governor
Dr. Partly Is III,
Aleman of that day. Wilhelm Sties for $2,500
Dr. A. IC. Purdy, of Kuttawa, who nessee river this event se at
6 Santa Clara, has dtarnissed
Garde damages; and expenses sustained in
was shot several weeks ago by Mar- o'clock with a good trite
Vieta,a moderate, from post of may defending himself in the Livingston
The Georgia
Lee is due today or of Cienfuegos. He was opposed by cirenit
court
shal William McCullom. had a reIn smite
brought
lapse yesterday, and his son. Mr. A. from Cincinnati and will leave also the liberal, on account of his allegell against kim
Worn.
complicity in a murder at Clenfuegoa
D. Ptirdye elty. went to Ktetawa yes- today for Memphis.
Fair business in both departments, last year. It is believed this removal
terday afternoon to attend his bedDare !Rekord.
side. Dr. Purde had been slowly im- wa, tfi• report of the Dick Fowler will tend to the restoration of tranDave Rickord, of Little Cypress,
when she left for Cairo this morn• quility In that vicinity, where
proving until yesterday
there 62 years old, died yesterday of pneuing.
has been discontent and considera- monia. He leaves a wife and several
• Precedent is 2ften only the edict ' The Buttorff will arrive Sunday ble disorder.
children. The tuners/ will be held
that condemn.; 'Pogrom. toltie mex: night from Nashville and wait over
lie fit be burled lit 1.1fil•
r's spike.
hteilday warning for the trip tit
M'
,4b. fee The
1..:3"ratir crtireter3'._

-price to Get yourtrade. see?

e.

D. E. Wilson, at Harbour's Department Store
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GREAT FUR VALUES.

$8.00,

at

rrH E suits on sale represent the choicest_ syles of several dif-_
- ---kiefifiiiiniiiiCiu
-rers. The materials are the most popular and fashionable kinds and the workmanship will be instantly
recognized as being of a superior character.
$15.00 Suits for

$20 and $22 Suits

$25 and $30 Suits

$10.00

$14.75

$19.75

Don't Overlook Our Wash Goods Sale
20 pieces of Flannelette in blue, grey and lavender grounds with small
figurei; a 10c quality at
7C

We Are Showing a Handsome Line of Furs

Silk Bargains for Dresses and Waists
Fancy Dress Silks in many beautiful
Waists; a $1.00 value for, per yard

combinations,

for Dresses and

63c

See Mrs. Clark's Line of Ladies' Trimmed Hats
Silk Petticoats

Ladies' Gloves

Made of Taffeta Silks in most all
the prominent shades, with

Long black Silk Gloves
at
$1.50
Long black KidGloves
at.
$3.50

deep Fuifile, for
_

$3.45

_

L. B. OgilVie & Co.
HOW IS YOUR ASSESSMENT THIS YEAR?
Some if the assessment companies terre recently gone under. Those companies
reniainlog In 'metes,
are raising their rates on old men to the point where they are being frozen out, though
many of them hate
paid up faithfully for years and years.
Theo old reliable Mutual Eteinieflt LIfs 'natural-Ice Compan
y of Nowark.
N.J.,Immures men up to seventy yours of age,and, while her
rates are about 13 per
cent lower than other old line -companies, her policy contract much more liberal
and dividends (paid annually) larger, she will loan you 20 per cent of the first premium and her contract
provides for liberal loan
features thereafter. If you are interested, telephone 1053-a.
4

Rates
Lower

Dividends
Larger

tis

today.

$ea.

eseheotelesilese

se •

T. M. Nance, District Manager
Mutual Benefit life Insurance Company
Of

Telephlane 1083.a.

Newark, N.J.

105.,Fretteurnity 131chic.

, tf!'

